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Race, Ethnic and Gender Earnings Inequality:"
The Sources and Consequences
of Employment Segregation
EXECIITIVE SUMMARY
. Race/ethnic and gender employment segregation is widespread in the U.s. economy.
The allocation of many women of all ethnic backgrounds and minority men to lower
quality jobs than they can perform directly creates.gender and race/ethnic earnings
inequalities.
. Both racial and gender occupational segregation and earnings inequalities have been
reduced since the civil rights legislation of the 19605, but reductions in inequalities are
uneven, reversible, and incomplete. .
Supply Side IssW!S
. Differences in human capital investments in education and training by individuals
explain a small proportion of the gender gap and about a third of race/ethnic
earnings inequalities. There are substantial earnings inequalities that are not a
function of gender or race/ethnic differences in education, labor market experience
or firm tenure. .
. It seems probable that the informal networks of kin, friends and acquaintances that
provide individuals. with information about jobs may tend to reproduce gender and
race/ethnic employment segregation. It is a150 likely that some employers use these
informal networks as screening devices to limit minority job applicants.
. Some, perhaps many, public and private employment and training agencies, including
service delivery provided under the Job Training Partnership Act (lPT A), produce
gender and race/ethnic earnings inequality through the provision of gender and race
specific training and job searchjinformation.
Discn"mination in Hiring and Promotion
There is substantial discrimination in hiring by employers and their agents
(supervisors and managers). This discrimination is both about choosing white and/or
male candidates over minority and/or female candidates and steering an candidates
to jobs that are believed to be appropriate not only to their education and experience
but also to their race, ethnicity or gender.
III
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Stereotypical beliefs by employers about race and gender affect both hiring decisions
and the evaluation of job performance among current employees.
Employer's stereotypical beliefs can lead to statistical discrimination, in which
minorities and women are denied access to those jobs that provide skills or have long
on-the-job training components. Ski1I discrimination reduces the prospects of
minorities and women for career development and is reflected in wid~ning wage
inequalities as cohorts age.
..
.
." Stereotypical beliefs held by co-workers and competition for desirable jobs among
workers can lead to conscious and non-conscious discrimination, exclusion from
informal networks and training, and the harassment of women and minorities by c0-
workers, particularly when they integrate traditionally white or male work groups or
workplaces.
Glass Ceilings
. Jobs typically filled by minorities and women also typically have short or no career
ladders attached to them. The absence of opportunities for promotion within a
segregated job structure means that few women or minorities ever compete for the
top ?1anagerial and professional jobs in large corporations and government agencies.
. The higher one rises in a managerial or professional hierarchy the more likely future
promotions are based on trust, social similarity and access to the informal networks
of power and influence in the organization. Women and ininorities are particularly
disadvantaged on these dimensions in many workpIHces. It is far easier to integrate
lower levels of management than it is to crack glass ceilings.
i
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. In the private sector, glass ceilings exist for most white male managers and
professionals, as well as for women and minorities. The pressures for social similarity
and trust are so extreme at the top of large corporations that race and gender are
joined by social class and school background, corporate and foundation connections
beyond the corporation, and even social club membership as screening devices in the
selection of the "inner circle" of economic power. In smaller firms, of course, being
a member of the owning family is the primary screening device.
Job Stereotyping
. Not only is there racial and gender discrimination against individuals, but as a result
of employment segregation, jobs that become associated with particular racial or
gender categories tend to be organizationally stereotyped and valued accordingly.
. " As jobs become stereotypically female or minority, there is a tendcm.:y in many
workplaces to provide lower wages and less opportunity for skill training and
IV
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. As jobs become stereotypically female or minority, there is a tendency in many
workplaces to provide lower wages and less opportunity for skin training and
promotions.
. Job segregation and discrimination can be reduced when employers institute more. .,-
formal practices of employee search and evaluation for both hiring and promotion.
Job segregation and discrimination can be reduced when corporate leadership insists
on making equal employment opportunity goals and diversity planning part of the'
business pian. Since line managers and advantaged employees can be expected to
resist desegregation and equality, active corporate leadership with goals, evaluation
and sanctions for performance are necessary for EEO commitments and diversity
plans to succeed.
. Regional economic restructuring, including capital investment discrimination against
minority communities, contributes to and has exacerbated national race/ethnic
earnings inequalities.
. There is substantial regional variation within the United States in the degree and
location of race and ethnic discrimination. Attention to these regional factors may
be important avenues for future federal EEO enforcement activity.
Public Policy Initiatives
. Affirmative action compliance reviews and civil suits should be broadened to include
attention to exclusion from both formal and informal on-the-job training
opportunities.
. AffIrmative action compliance reviews and civil suits should be broadened to include
attention to both co-worker harassment and the potential for hacklash.
Affirmative action compliance reviews and civil suits should challenge defenses of
imperiled efficiency, and place the burden of proof for such claims upon the
employer.
. Funding for both the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs and the Equal
EmplOYment Opportunity Commission should be increased substantial1y.
Affirmative action plans and equal employment opportunity reporting by federal,
state and local employment training and job search services (especially lPTA
contractors) should be systematically expanded.
v
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State and local governments, as weII as their private contractors that receive federal
money should be routinely evaluated for affirmative action activity by the Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs.
. The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs and the Equal EmploYment. . .-
Opportunity Commission should strategically evaluate their efforts in terms of
regional variation in the degree of employment discrimination.
. All federal agencies, but particularly the Department of Labor and the President's
office, should take a moral leadership role in raising the consciousness of both
employers and employees about the discriminatory processes that create gender and
race/ethnic earnings inequalities and glass ceilings.
. A yearly gender and racial employment equality report card for the nation, for
localities and for specific industries should be developed and widely distributed.
. Since there is some perception among businesses that equal employment opportunity
reporting and federal contract compliance requirements are burdensome and
exclusively punitive, government initiatives might be expanded to provide practical
advice as to the best practices and potential pitfalls in voluntary corporate equal:
opportunity initiatives.
. Comparable worth job analyses should be pursued to reduce racial and ethnic
earnings wage inequalities in firms where the minority population is large enough that
organizational practices might produce race typical jobs as weUas in labor markets
with high levels of observed racial discrimination
. In the design of pay equity studies, it is crucially important that the skills typically
associated with women are recognized as skills and treated as compensable.
t
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. Cumparable worth, pay equity conceptualizations and methodologies need to
expanded to include not only wage discrimination against classes of jobs, but also
skill, authority and career ladder discrimination in the design of jobs filled primarily
by women or minorities.
,Educational opportunities in minority neighborhoods must be enhanced if real and
perceived skill deficits are to be eradicated. This could be accomplished through
federal support of level public school funding proposals on the state level.
Capital investment schemes that target communities with few jobs, substantial worker
displacement or primarily low wage jobs need to be developed.
VI
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. All federal agencies, but particularly the Department of Labor and the President's
office, should take a moral leadership role in raising the consciousness of both
employers and employees about the discriminatory processes that create gender and
race/ethnic "earnings inequalities and glass ceilings.
.>;.
. A yearly gender and racial employment equality report card for the .nation, for
localities and fur specific industries should be developed and wide1ydistrIbuted. .
. Since there is some perception among businesses that equal employment opportunity
reporting and federal contract compliance requirements are burdensome and
exclusively punitive, goyeniment initiatives might be expanded to provide practical
advice as to the best practices and potential pitfalls in voluntary corporate equal
opportunity initiatives.
. Comparable worth job analyses should be pursued to reduce racial and ethnic
earnings wage in.equalitiesin firms:where the minority population is large enough that
organizational practices might produce race typical jobs as well as in labor markets
with high levels of observed racial discrimination
. In the design of pay equity studies, it is crucially important that the .slWIstypically
associated with women are recognized as skills and treated as compensable.
. Comparable worth, pay equity conceptualizations and methodologies need to
expanded to include not only wage discrimination against classes of jobs, but also
skill, authority and career ladder discrimination in the design of-jobs filled primarily
by women or minorities.
. Educational opportunities in minority neighborhoods must be enhanced if real and
perceived skiU deficits are to be eradicated. This could be accomplished through
federal support of leve1public scbool funding proposals on the state level.
. Capital investment schemes that target communi~es with few jobs, substantial worker
displacement or primari1y low wage jobs need to be developed.
.. Any programs that are developed to increase the quality of skill training in the
United States should be sensitive to gender and race/ethnic inequality.
Programs to increase the efficiency of information transfer between employers and
job seekers should be designed to reduce inefficiencies in the labor market, including
statistical discriminati.on
vii
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Private Poliq lnitiiltives
'"
Corporate evaluation of the diversity implications of current hiring, promotion,
training and wage practices can be used to establilh diversity p.Ianswith clear goals. .-
'"
.
Managers need to beeva1uated, rewarded and punished for the diversity track record.
'"
The implementation of diversity plans will typically require some level of pay and skill
equity adjustment.
'"
Corporations committed to reducing and eliminating gender and racial barriers should
consider formalizing hiring and promotion criteria, particularly in areas where they.
have found resistance toequaJ opportunity or failure to meet diversity goals.
'"
The creation of leaner management systems may, over the long term, reduce the
competitive pressures that exacerbate co-worker and supervisor resistance to diversity.
'"
Diversity plans should contain explicit measures to forestall and negatively sanction
co-worker resistance.
'"
Shattering the glass ceiling requires the conscious nurturing of the careers of
exceptional workers of all races and genders, and conscious attention to the
additional isolation of and pressures on fast track minorities and women.
VlU
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Research Initiatives
.' Systematic research with existinglarge sample survey data to describe the level
and trends in gender and race/ethnic earnings and occupational inequality are
necessary.
,
I
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. Systematic attention to regional and labor market variation in the degree and trends
in race/ethnic inequality are sorely n~ed to inform policy efforts.
. The creation of Labor Market and Employment Equity Research center, either in
a federal department or a university based research institute, is required if more
complete and inclusive use of existing and future data on gender and race/ethnic
inequality is to occur.
. New equity survey modules, including information on job and firm characteristics of
respondents, should be added to existing national surveys.
. Research on job search patterns and the types of information about jobs received
through personal networks and private and public employment agencies are sorely
needed.
. Research on how race and gender enter into the decision making process of
employers is sorely needed. This research needs to be regionally diverse and'
sensitive to the level, quality, and typical sex and race composition of the jobs in
question.
. If and how employers use current employee referrals and public and private
employment agencies to consciously discriminate needs to be explored.
. Hiring audits. can be useful tools for demonstrating the absolute level of
discrimination as well as providing evidence for punitive actions against specific firms.
. EEOC reports could be used to identify exceptional companies that have reduced or
eliminated gender and racial inequality for intensive case studies to highlight best
practices.
.' Evaluate the current and potential utility of EEOC reporting for identifying
problematic employers.
. Catalog and make available to the research community archives of Department of
Labor data on job !)ex and race segregation.
Ix
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Race, Ethnic and Gender Earnings Inequality:
The Sources and Consequences
or Employment Segregatiun
. . ,;..
GENERATINGINEQUALITY
Men and women rarely work in the same job in the same workplace. Most men work
in jobs with other men. Most wome,nwork in jobs only with other women. The majority
of white Americans work in jobs filled only by their own racial group. African Americans,
Asian Americans, Hispanic Americans, and Native Americans, "because they are small
proportions of the total labor force, are more likely to have white or Anglo ~workers, but
still tend to be found in workplaces where many of their co-workers share their race or
ethnicity. Job level segregation, although lower now than in the past, continues to be the
norm rather than the exception in U. 's. workplaces.
Sex and race/ethnic segregation at work are intimately linked to workplace
inequalities. White women, black women, black men, Latinos and Latinas tend to earn
substantially less than white men. Similarly, white men tend to have profound advantages
in access to the most desirable jobs. Jobs that have higher pay, high prestige, power over
other workers, are relatively autonomous, and proviae career lines and skill training are all
more likely to be fil1edby white men. While there has been some erosion of the workplace
advantages afforded to white men over the last two decades their advantages remain
substantial.
Ethnic and gender earnin~ 'inequalities and occupational segregation are produced
by a complex array of historical and contemporary forces that allocate people to jobs. These
include labor supply processes of socialization, the individual acquisition of education,
experience and training, job rearch patterns, and racial housing segregation and demand side
forces of hiring and promotion discrimination, race and gender stereotypes in compensation
and job organization, and the consequence of community and regional variation mthe
degree of employment discrimination and capital investment patterns.l Each of these
processes will be discussed in this monograph. The monograph concludes with public policy
recommendations and an agenda for future research initiatives.
1
UnderatandingGendl!:r and Rm:eIEtImit::ElU7Imp Inequtility
Sex:and race segregation are profoundly linked to the quality of jobs. This is because
the best jobs in most workplaces are often filled by white males. In addition, as a job comes
to be thought of as "women's worle' or a "minority positionll it tends to be downgraded in its'
.
"
orfPlnl7Jltional evaluation. Job segregation is largely the result of workplace processes rather
than the labor supply decisions of individuals. If 85 a society we are to directly challenge sex:
and race/ethnic job segregation and resulting inequalities, we will have to do it within
workplaces. Such efforts will not only be
about reeducating and redirecting the
behavior ofemploye:rs, managers, and co~
workers who enforce segregation but also
about changing the structure of
organizations. Race and gender get into
the very fabric of work, influencing not only
the allocation of people to jobs, but the
character of jobs and workplaces
themselves.
"--
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FiQurw 1. BIKk BiI1dHispanic Men and Women and WhIt. Women
Managltl'iai Empl:oyment as a Percent of White Male Employment
Plrt:wnt of WhIle Male Employment
1
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Source: EEOC R.porlSGender and race/ethmc earnings
inequalities unambiguously reflect access to desirable jobs. Public policy concerns with
managerial glass ceilings in large corporations, sex segregation and comparable worth,
discrimination in hiring and affirmative action, and the quality of education and training are
all concerned with different aspects of the general process through which individuals find
jobs and jobs provide earnings. Observed gender, race and ethnic earnings differences
reflect variation in access to employment and, among the employed, variation in access to
good jobs. Figure 1 reproduces Equal Employment Opportunity Commission data on
gender and ethnic differences in access to managerial occupations from 1966 to 1990. The
trends are clear, relative to white men there were improvements in access to managerial
jobs, particularly for white and black women and black men, up until 1980, black a.nd
2
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hispanic males saw little improvement across tbe Eighties and, despite aIIegations of
widespread reverse discriminatio~ substantial white male advantages in access to managerial
jobs remain.2
!
Figure 2 shows a similar but 1eu
dramatic pattern in time trends in earnings
oVer a longer period. Black and Latino
males showed converging earnings with
white maIes through the seventies, but
stagnant or declining ratios across tbe
eighties. Black and Latino females have
shown a more general pattern of
-Black M8I.s ""Latino MaI.s ""'Whit. Famaln
convergence toward white male earnings - Black F«naIu + l.&tinoF8ma1n
across the entire period, although more Source: Hinajosa'OJ~ Camay and Dal8)'.1991
rapidly between 1960 and 1980, then between 1980 and 1988. White females show declines
in relative earnings between 1940 and 1960, a flat pattern through 1980, and modest earnings
convergence with white males across the Eighties. It is access to better paying jobs that
constrains the move toward earnings equality.
Figure 3 presents a time-series of measures of occupational segregation for black and
white men and women. Unfortunately these statistics have not been calculated for groups
other than white and black men and women.3 Occupational segregation refers to the
degree to which men and women, whites and blacks are located in different occupations.
Since white males are much more likely to be found in better paying jobs, as occupational
segregation increases white male earnings advantages increase as weU." The interpretation
of the measure of occupational segregation in Figure 3 is the proportion of each group that
would have to change occupations in order to equalize the occupational distributions across
race or gender lines. Occupational segregation is quite high across the period shown,
although both race and gender segregation have declined. These measures of occupational
segregation are based on the national race and gender composition of occupations. Real
Figura 2. Man Yurfy E8mings far B1aclcaod H"l$panicMen and ".
Wom8l1and Whi1ttWorn... as a p~ of Whil. Mal. Earnings
P8rcant of WhilI Mal. Incomtl
1~
20"HJ40 1S~50 196D 1!l70 1975 1980 19B8
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people work in jobs within firms, rather
than occupations within the national
economy. The Ievel.of gender and racial
segregation at the job level is much higher
than these occupational estimates imply.s
Whether or not the desegregation of jobs
over time has been as dramatic as the time
trends In occupational desegregation
suggest is not known.6 The weaker move
""
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towards earnings parity, however, suggests" Soun:a:King,19Q2
that job desegregation has been less dramatic than occupational desegregation.
A striking aspect of Figure 3 is that the time trends in occupational segregation
almost perfectly mirror the time trends in black-white earnings inequalities as shown in
Figure 2. There are very large drops in the black versus white segregation indices from 1960
to 1980. This is also the period of rapid earnings growth for black males and females
relative to other groUps.1 The decline in earnings inequaIities among white males and
females in the post-1980 period, does not correspond to the decline in the occupational
segregation index, which bappened a decade earlier.
NOTES TO INTRODUCTION
1. A oomprcllcafve introdUCliooto tbe t\.illset DClabor market proc:ascs ~ in 1hfsn:port ca:nbe found in Tomaskavic-
DeYey's tnOIWgrIpb Gmdc' Oftd lWdallncqualiJ.y III Wtri:: The Sawr;cs I11IdCt»ucqvm1%S of Job Sq;rq;PtWn (1993. ILR Pras).
The lime tn:nds arc similar foc Asian and NaLfve Amaic:ln mc:n and women. but distorted by the high levels of self-employment
in both JIDups.
Although this rc:poct is c:oaccmed with ethnic :lJ]d gender inequality pcndly, the vasl majority of rc:sclrcb compara the labor
martd activities of_en and men without Iq:Ird 10 CI.hnicity, or of bbci:s and whill:S (eClen men only) without regard 10 OIher
r:w:dethnic croups.. For Ihis n=ason the report wiU oficn !:Ilk about raccJdbnic iucquality hued upon prior ~reh an
b1ack/whiu: inequality. 'I'hMisa dear sbortc:omiDl ct prioc resc:m:h and should be: rancdicd quickly in fUture ~rcb.
2.
3.
This SQtcment is S1Ipported in many s.rwirs and in any description of 1hc distribution of gender and f3Cddhnic groups by
occupations. In addition 10 Figure: 1 0113ca:u to managaial jobs the reader miJht wish 10 COIault Nnalie J. Sokoloff, mock
Womm iJ/td Ji'?Wc Womm in the Pro:Jft:ssiom(1m: Routlcdp=).. This book rcpons l113udespitc some inCJ'C:w:d a~ to
proCrss.ioo.al occupafiDm foe white' wOmen, black women and black: mal. while male rc:I2tive advantage in th= occupations
renuins subsunlial and bas ew:n incre3sed in tbe most ditc. high paying. high status profcWons.
'11u:re are only three studia that bavc job IcYCIgender sc:grcption data for a di=rse ccooomy. Th=: three studies n:pon that
job level &eXsegrcg.ation is roughly II third higher IlIan is implied byWllional occupational csJiIDJIta, See Donald Tu_laMe-
Devey. Gatda and RodallnajUolil)' at Work; WiIIiJun Bielby and James N. &ron. "Men ;tnd Women ;ll Wort.: Set Segregalion
and StaliuiCIIl DiscrimiMtioo," Ama1can Journal of Sociology (1986. 91;759-99); and Tmnd Petersen and Laurie Morgan.
4.
5.
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6.
"Sepa:ta.teand Ul'ICIJul:OD:upatioa-&J:abtilbmer1tSqn:ptionand the Gender Wage Gap," ~~ Joums1 of
!lociokJfJ:f,T~I)e,Iey hili the mly p:ncnJ population wnple with xace qrqation data. at the job Ind. His da.lII
IUJIIS1S tha111alion.a1 ocxupatioaaI ~ a.timateI may ttndc:resti:mateactualaqxqatlon by. much as nny. perc:enL.
~ fA~ IIItIlIbldtttlJtil1p'I''Ut. Mri.paeDf& IOiIIfCtpeallation& that ~ and J:IICCaq,n:ption at thejob Ic¥d have dcdiDcd 8iDce1970. '1bia II cauhrJy ~ with I::I1n'CIJ1a:xICCmItWCrthe
.-
oeIlinJwbId1 pn:Illppoces
~. &I t.bc IIIidctJc-~t Icvr:I in IIQIIIIecorpoadaaL lit IiIIIimpoctmt ItDdy of JCDdcr occupatioaaI
~ ~.BarbMa RatiD ud htric:ia Koo8 tIDt tn:ftdainoa:u~ ~~Iim typica11ymukjob
~
wftJdD ~. Sec..k»~ ~Qtaa: ~ -~1IrwtG 1IIiIoAlol~~ (1990,
Temple U1IMniIy Pra&). While dIe.Bqu8l BmploJmalI .0ppartu8iIy ~ moaiton firm 1cvr:I~. they do so
at the 1cw!Iof ~ Jft'IIP (q. aD -..pn, aD ~1rI de) rathec tha: at the k'IId of job&.10 tI:Iae data are
UIIhdpfuI
-
ofjobJieIRPIiDLIt.~ reviewoflCSt;qrqatioa rerem:liambebmd mIkrbara.
Kes&. "Sc:r:Sqr~ ill tfIe~" btuIl RMc:woJ~ (15193,19:241-70).
KC-. KinI- done dte I'DtIIt~'IIOIt mllOal tenD tn:ftda lit ~ ~ oa:upa1ioa1~ and irs
~
_the rDathe c:aminp ofblactWDIIICD..~ papcI' in theM~ LiIIbtJrRtNi.cw.
~
Scpqatimt
by!beeand See. 1940-1988" (Apdl1992) II t.bc IOI1nJe of the aepption daIa iD FIp'e 3.. Hc::r f;t:x1 i1tC arddc iI:t the
lotIImtd of ECf1NJIIIIIIrcl8Iet. "D1ack Women" Brea~ Iato CkricaI Wtxt:: All Otcupadomd 'l1Pf1iin1Modd"(December
1993) ocmdI1da that dlanpa fAt.bc diI:maDd1m:black f=1a1c labor, iaJ'&dYba:aUleDf a rdative ~ at:dcrica1iaborand
pcmmatt cmpl.aymen1 or bIad: WIJIIIat II n:spoosibIc 1m:the impl'Ol/ClllCDtill black 'IIOU1aI"1abor fOO:cpositkma afW 1960.
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Labtw Supply .StRlTCttSof &rninp I~
Supply side explanations of earn.in.gsinequalities and differences in group access to
desirable jobs :focuson the skills, preparations and motives of labor market entrants. When
mana~ent claims that there are no qualified women or minorities to hire, they are
offering a supply side explanation.
Human capitlllexpIanations suggest that some gender and race differences in job
placement arise from individual differences in productivity acquired through education, labor
force experience and job tenure.! Human capital explanations of gender and race/ethnic
wage inequality have a long history of providing partial :insight into the job allocation
process. Inequalities that remain after human capital differences have been accounted for
have generally been interpreted to represent some. combination of discriminatory processes
in the laber market and unmeasured but aiSerredly important group differences in
mot1w.tion or talent.
Past research has shown that very little of the gender gap in wages is attributable to
differences in education, labor force experience and tenure with the current employer. Most
research concludes that only about ten percent of the wage gap is attributable to these, basic
human capital differences.I As we will see most of the gender gap in earnings is
attributable to the quality of jobs and the gender stereotyping of jobs that men and women
(of aUraces) have accesl to. Some theorists have argued that women prefer lower paid, sex
typical jobs because of either put sociaIization or current household responsibilities.3 It is
the case that women and men typically aspire to different jobs before entering the labor
market. 4: These aspirations, however, are only very weakly linked to the actual jobs people
end up in.s Other studies have found that non-traditional sex role socialization is not an
important explanation of which women end up in traditionally male jobs.' Furthermore, the
argument that women prefer women's work because it is more consistent with household
divisions of labor has not been supported byempiricax research either. Married women and
women with children are no more likely than single and childless women to be in sex typical
occupations or jobs? Typically female occupations actually tend to be less flexible than
6
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typically male jobs and have no documented compensating advantages to offset their loW
wage levels.s Current household respomibility, particularly the presence of young children
in. the home is clearly tied to women's hours of work, but hours of work are not tied to
whether or not a woman or man is in a. sex stereotyped job. One final supply side
explanation stresses social psychological differences between men and women. Men are
more likely to express self confidence, the belief that they can get good jobs and to say they
are willing to take risks, all of which might affect job choice or promotions.9 These soda1
psychological traits, however, have not beenempirica11y linked to wage differences.
In summary, there is practically no direct evidence of substantial supply side linkages
to sex segregated employment, despite the widespread perception that these linkages are
important. Since occupational segregation is 50 strongly imp1icated in the earnings gap
between men and women, the supply side accounts tell us mostly about that portion of the
wage gap which is attncutable to differences in hours worked, but it is Iargely wrong in
describing the processes that create sa segregated jobs and the glass ce1lingsthat are tied
to segregation processes.
Racial/ethnic earnings inequalities are more strongly tied to group differences in
human capital characteristics, although substantial inequality not tied to quaIffications and
experience remain. Between a quarter and a haIf of the black~white wage gap seems to
reflect differences in education and experience.l0 Even more of the Hispanic~Ang1owage
gap, perhaps between forty and sixty percent reflects differences in education, experience,
country of origin, and language skills.u Racial/ethnic comparisons of human capital
differences suggests that much inequality is produced prior to entering the labor market
because of unequal access to education. It is also the case that after entering the labor
market racial and ethnic minorities are more likely to face unemployment and limited access
to skill enhancing labor market experience.
Historical discrimination in access to education and work experience has favored
whites and has placed African Americans. Native Americans and Hispanic Americans at a
disadvantage with regards to the accumulation of credentials and employment experience.
7
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These three groups are further dWldwntaged in that historical discriminatian has produced
inleTgenemtional social clasg disadvantages as well,. which can be expected to reproduce
human capital disadvantages even in the absence of contemparary labar market
discrlmination.12 Since there is evidence of
. contemporary mcial labor market
discrimination, the best description of racial wage inequality is that it is prlmarlly a result of
contemporary discrimination in hiring and promotion, and secondarily of past sacial practices
that have lead to mcial and ethnic differences in human capital acquisition.
The research seems to point out"that individual level characteristics explain most
wage differences from Anglos for Mexican men and women, and Puerto Rican and Cuban
women, but there appears to be residual discrimination ,against Puerto Rican and ~Central
American men. For all Hispanic groups, educational deficits relative to Anglas also reflect
the relatively large proportionS of the population who are immigrants to the United
States.13 ,
For gender differences in earnings, human capital explanations account for trivial
proportions of the pay gap. Race and ethnic differences in earnings are more closely tied
to human capita1 differences. The near convergence of black and white educational
achievement in the late seventies and early eighties, however, followed the period of most
mpid black-white earnings convergence 1967-1974. This reversal of the timing in equality
gains is strong evidence against the long-run prediction of human capital theory. It was, of
course, during the earlier period that political, legal and administrative efforts to end racial
discrimination in the United States were at their peak.14 Similarly, gender canvergence in
educatian and labor force participation among whites was quite rapid over the last three
decades but wage convergence was not. As we saw in Figure 2 there is some llmited
evidence for a slight narrowing of the wage gap for white wamen and white men in the
1980's. The long term trend, however, is for considerable .stability, even in the face of
tremendous growth in women's educational credentials and women's labor farce
commitment. Human capital predictions are just nat consistent with the long term trends.15
Whether or not race/ethnic and gender differences in skin, preparedness or
8
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~!productivity have anything to do with the creation of glass ceilings depends upon how you
choose to define glass ceilings. Human capital characteristics are weak sources of overall
racelethnic and gender earnings inequalities. They are most powerful in limiting the array
of entry level jobs that an individual is eligible for. Many jobs require more or less specific
educational credentials. Others require a certain pattern of past experiences. When we
redirect our focus from earnings inequalities to barriers to managerial promotion in large
organizations neither general experience nor education is very important. All candidates for
the top jobs in major corporations have good educatio~ substantial experience, and are also
highly productive em~loyees, So what happens in the labor market that makes the pool of
~ority and female candidates for the top jobs so small? We will focus on three answers:
differences in the types of jobs applied for; discrimination in hiring and promotion; and the
sex and race stereotyping of jobs and individuals.
NOTES TO LABOR SUPPLY SOURCES OF EARNINGS INEQUALITY
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L The dauic statement Is Gaty Bed:cr'I ~ EJ:onomics of~ (1957, UnM:rs.ity of OUago Press). Good discussions
of the applicalHlity of the humm c:apifal approach to gender and racial eaminp inequality can be round in Glen Cain "The
Bconomic AnaIysU or Labor Matket DiBaimlnation: A Survey: (111O. Ashenfdte.r and P. Layard Ieds.J HIR'SIiboolcof I..abor
Economic.r, 1986 North-Holland), Marpn:t M. :Marini "Sa DitIerr:nca in Eaminp in the United States" AnnuD1 I«vicw 01
Soci%g, (1989, 15:34&-38O). and in Paula England Ct1I7fJ1'lTlXbkJt.'i:.rh:Theoria and E~, (1992, AIdWc).
Some: studies ha'w: estimated that supply side proa:sscs may IICCOIlmfor benw:cn thirty and fifty percent of the gender pay pp
. but tbc:sestudies typicallyInclude occupafioa.alcbaice and cmptaycr provided training and ocher upeets of the 'Mrl ~
that probably ~f1cct, in part a11east, WOfkp1aa: discriminatioa in aca:ss In zood jobc and tnlining.. This dlscuuion is based on
the review in Marini cited earlier, and Donald Trciman and H.eidiHartmann (cds..). Womm, Watt and W~ Equal Payfor
JobsofEJjual VQ}u~ (1981. National AadcmyPras). For one of lbc: mOEt recent atimatcua: Donald Tomaskovic-Devc:y, "The
Gender and Race Composition 01. Jot. and the M.aJeJFenu1c:, WhiIc/BJ..cl: PJI}' Gap$, .. Sacial FCN'Ca (1993, 72:45-76).
2.
3.. Most important in this repro has been Solomon Polachek. See for ccampk: his artides"Occupatkmal Self..sdtttion: A Human
Capital Approach to Sex Di!rcrrnccs in Occupational StrudUrc," Review of Econcmics and SJatUtia (1976, 58:60-69) and.
"Occupational Sqn:gation: A Defense of HuDWI Capital Predictions," .loumDl of Hunum Raawca (1985, 20:437-40)-
M4rp~t Mooney Marini ami Maxy C Brinton provide a very &OOddisc:ussion or mcialiDItion and SC1typial aspirations in "Sex
Jyp.ing in Occupational Sociali:ut.ion,"(in Barbara F. Rakin. [ed.] Sa Se&rrtPJionin the Wtriplaa: Ttmt4; ~
RnrrMia, 1994, National Academy Press). An important obscrv3tion in this article is that KX typical occupation;d JUlp1J:3tiollS
rclIea DOtonly parental wcia.liz3tion., but also how dlildrc:n and youn~ adults proco;s the mesuga; they receive ['rom teachers,
ZUid.:uux:coom::ib's, the media and gencr.aI c:ultufJll knowledge .about Ihe ~ segregated c.mploymall ;Structure:. Since the
distribution of jobs islaqdy IICC~ted it is not $IlfJ'min~ tbat children dcvc10p EX approp:ria\.c: upirat.iQns.. J
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s. The IDOIt thorough ;Study in this repro has bca1 done by Jc:rry Jacobil., ~ DtxJn: Sa: S~ion and Womm 'J Cwn;rx
(1989. Stanfocd University Pt'CIII). Acaxrling 10 Ibis raarch. over II IWe!veyor period Uxty-pcrccnt of young womcll a.spin::
10 one or more typically male ~pations.
See for aamplc,.ln:nc Padavic'JI racm:h on blue rotlar factnfy wm'k rAttrllcUon of Male Blue CoIIar lobs for Black and White:
Women: Economic Need. Exposun: and Attitudes.; SociDlScim~ Quanaly 1991, 72:33-49) and Judith Md1wc:eand J. Greg
Robinson on cngincc:ring (Womm in ~ Gcnda. Powa muJ du: Worlcpl~. 1992, Stale: Univc:nity of New York Press).
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1. 'I1:Us. ~ol the centralfindingsin T~~ GmdtJr.- Rt.1dt;zl~ f1Il ~ Simitar findiap are ~
in Jerry Jaoobs, ~ lJooa and in.Racbd Rcwenfcld'''Scx5cp:pti:m and ~ An Analy&iIof Gcm:Ic:rD~ m .
llet!:ltnS .t'mm Employer Cbanp." Amt:rican ~ Re*w (1983. 48:637-5S).
See JmniCer Glaa. "'!be hnpEt of Ocmp81ional ~ 011 ~ ConcJirtoos," Eod;rd. Ft1I'CU (1990, 68::.Tf9..19fi) b:
~OIIjob flaibilily. .Seepart.icuiar!y Jerry.J8cob&and R.oameSteiDbtq "Com~ Ditre:mnialaand the MaLe-Fcmde
WaF Gap: ~ from the New York Sra:teComparable Werth Study,"SDdtIlFotru (1996, 69:439-468) 01:1job CCIOd~
There are alllo a Rria ollOJdics that apIrore the predk:doa dIat .. dcpa:dalion upon labor foo::cwitbdmral will be kMer
0
for ~fJy bale Jobr.than .fOr~Dy malejrobl. 1'1Iac Itudia mtifonnIy°n:jc:adtcmm~dim:mttial arpmcnL
Raie:Mof uu. resccdI are nailabk: In the &pad. ala&, .lM:obIand SldDbcrJ, and ~Dea:y po.blJc:ationsah:r.ady
refI::m:d 10:.
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'0 Unda.M.Subich,Geak! V. Bam:u, DemOs~ and RaIplt iIJcaJIder. "'TI1eEtrects. of kt.:-Rde-lleIItcd F:actc.u em0a:u.pa00aai ~ and SaJItty,"(in lloben T. MldIad, Heidi L Hartmann. and B~ O'F1Incl1[c:dL]Pq Equity:EmpiricBl
ltIquirie.f,1989,NlltDW Academy Prea).
i buc: tbac atImau:s 0111.dtc n:vicM provided in (kr.dd D.Jaynes and. Robin M. WIIliams, A ~ I:1r:stJny:lBt1t:h
-
~ ~ Cl_,NaUooa1 Academy PrdIS)and alen Cain "1be Eeonomic Analysisof Labor Market Diu:riminatbc A
Su~. Apin. b: one of lbe J:IICCtreeeDtestimates lee DmlaJd ~[)evey, '"l1:JcGenderand lla« CompClliitionof
Jobs and the MaIelFema!e, 'WhiteiBladt Pay Gaps."
I buc: thif.estimate upon the raem:k ~ by Raul Hinojaa-Ojaia, Mmm Call1t\Yami Hngb Daley, "An Bwer1Greater
'U-Turn':Latinosand the NewInequality,'"(In EdwirI.Mdcnda, ClaraRodriJuesandJanis BarryFigueroa[c:dL},H~
In. tlte .l...abor Fflt'CC: ~ .11iNll'r1lit:.ia, 1991, Pknu.m PrdIS). 1:'11cR: bas um. been sutfidcnt ~rchoo Ibis tDpk tor there to
be CQIl1~ n:riew artideL Tlt,e reRardI DI:IAsian: and Native Americ;an caminp Inequality is quite thin. Charles
Hirschman. and Mmrl:sou Go Wemz. In DI:ICof dtc few articlcs that apIan: II human capital model of car:t1fup for Ali.an
AmcricaJI:I, ~ that AIi.an ~ eu:q:.« b" Cb.ineIe ~ apprnached parity wilb white AmcJ:ica.nsby tl1cmid-
Scvmtics bc:caUICof their hip. edw:a1ionaIattainmmL See "Scdoerooomic Oai- of Asian Americans, B1ad:s and Hu.panb::
1960-1916."~ 1f:Mmalof
~
(1984, 9CtSM-607). Thc:rc is II ~ionof human capital mOOeIsb' NatM
Americans InCoM:a11bc:wSnipp.~ ~0I1~ lnd1aJa."Amuu1J~ofS~(1992, 18:351-71).
The best !1istmica1analJm of thisprocrea can be found In WI1IiamJulius WibmI'. 1M lJed1nings~ of Race.(1m.
The UnivcniIy of Chiato PrdIS). See also Jaynes and WiUiam&,A c- ~ and ReyooldI Fa.rIreyand Walter A1!m.
'17HfCokJr Lim: fJnd, I!1teQwiIiI.y of Ufe In. ~ (1981, RUSIId Sage Foondation)o
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13. Seethe u::ricSof p8peni in Bdwin ~ Clara llodrips and Janis Barry Fipcma {c:dL}1l~ in tlte'/...sborF~
Ima mtd ProIida (1991. Plenum Press) ami Gcorp: Borj- and Marta Ticnda (cD..) H~ in die u.s. Ectmomy (1985,
Ac::ademic Prea).
A cood cramination. of tIte errect of equal emplaymenl opportunity political struggles upon carninp inequality has ~ doo.!::
by Paul Burstein inlUs boot ~ ~ smll'olid= The ~ far Equal Emp/oymml
~ in tM United
SIfIlD Sfnct the Nt:W /JIr:sl (1985, The UnM:mity of CI1I.cagoPrca).
In II m:cnt paptt M.c. King ("HoIrt bnportail1 Was Human Capital to Alrican Amc;ican Women'. Oa::upadonal. Mobility Since
19401", fmthooming ~ /It::krlioM) sbOWlltbat human Clptllll chan~ aplilin iI:s5 titan a quarter oC Africalt American
women'. growth in ~ 10 dericaljubs be:t~ 1940 and 1988. The !PeW!00 cleric:aljobs is important In that they repraent
dtc largnt cpanding employment oppnrtuni.ty fur black woma:t since 1940.
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JoIJ Smrch Pattenu, JoIJ TmUting and Job InfomwJiall
Most analyses assume that earnings inequalities that are not explained by group
differences in human capital characteristics reflect some unmeasured processes of
discrimination' in the labor market. Discrimination, in this context: refers to employer job
sorting decisions based on race/ethnicity and gender. While there is good reason to believe
that discrimination based on race, ethnicity and gender is widespread there is a third
explanation which has been relatively neg1ected in labor market research. I am referring to
the information gathering proceu through which workers search for employers and
employers search for labor.1
The limited and generally dated survey data available suggests that most people find
jobs through informal job search methods. They gather inform.ation from friends and family
or directly approach potential employers. About a quarter place, or answer newspaper
advertisements. A small minority of people use private or public employment agencies.
Black males are more likely than others (white males, black females, white females) to make
direct applications to employers and to use personal contacts. Women, especla11yblack
women, are more likely to use formal job search methods. Hispanics (no gender
comparisons are available) are more likely than blacks or whites to use a public employment
agency and are much more likely to use a private employment agency. White males and
white females are more likely than black males and black females to use no search method
at al], but to simply hear about a job from personal contacts and then switch to that new job.
'I11ismeans that African Americans and Hispanic Americans have to put more effort into
job search activi.tythan whites. Men who don't actively search or who search without leaving
their current jobs fmd higher wage employment. For women the use of personal networks
to provide unsolicited job information does not seem to enhance wages. Direct application
to employers tends to return lower wages to both men and women than other search
modes.2
The use of friends and relatives to get hired into managerial occupations is
interesting. People who get managerial occupations are less likely to have heard about the
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job through personal contacts than are people who end up in other occupations. But among
managers, white men are much more likely to use personal contacts to find managerial jobs
and to receive help from someone imide the company than are black men, black women or
white women. Few black women report having contacts that used some form of influence
to.help them obtain managerial jobs. Thus, for managerial jobs informal contacts are used
more and mostacti:YeJyby white mala!
..
The use of formal methods of finding a job IUch as employment agencies and
responding to newspaper advermements is generally associated with lower wage offen.
Since women and minorities are more likely to use formal job search strategies, this is a
potential source of earnings inequality, particulady for black and white women and
Hispanics.
It is also important to pay attention to the types of job information (and training)
provided by formal job search strategies, particularly public and private sector employment
agencies. There is some evidence that both types of agencies tend to steer candidates to
perceived race and gender appropriate jobs. For example, the CETA employment program
of the seventies tended to provide women with class mom training and income transfer jobs,
while men were more likely to receivL.:ou-the-job training or jobs that led to uI1lubsid~ed
employment. CETA jobs were highly sex:segregated, although job training was somewhat
less segregated. Two-thirds of job trainees were placed in sex-typical occupations.4 A much
higher proportion were no doubt in sex homogenous jobs. A recent General Accounting
Office audit of the Job Training Partnership Act (JPTA) suggests that there are substantial
racial and gender disparities in services in the primary federal jobs program of the eighties
and nineties. Given substantia) limitations in reporting, the GAO reports that 34 percent
of service delivery areas had one or more statisticaIIy significant racial/gender disparities in
service provision. They found that white participants were more likely to receive classroom
or on-the-job training, while blacks were more likely to receive only job search assistance.
While women were more likely to get classroom training than men in many areas, they were
less likely to get training for high wage jobs..5
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processes -particularlyword of mouth and cold applications.-it seems highly likely that job
information in both directions is highly gendered and racial in character. If employers value
reccmmendations for new employees from current employees and their peers, than there
is a high probability that same Be%,same race candidates will emerge.s Similarly, if labor
market entrants get much of their information on job openings from acquaintances, both the
homogamy of friendship networks, and the possibility that job infon::uation is screened in
terms of sex and race appropriateness probably tends to produce job applications that
closely resemble the current race and ICXcomposition of the labor force.' Racial job
segregation may be particularly tied to the source of job information since racial residentiw
segregation and personw network segregation are both quite higb.lO In addition, since
ethnic and racial minorities are more likely to live in central cities and rural regions with
limited job opportunities, information on good quality jobs may be quite scarce in the job
information networks of many racial and ethnic minorities.
Although we have reas,on to suspect that hoth informal and formal job search
processes reproduce gender and racial occupational segregation it is clear that we need
sustained high quality research on both private and public job tminingljoh search programs
and on informal job search activity.
NOTES TO JOB SEARCH PATrE1&.N8, JOB TRAINING AND JOB INFORMATION
1, Mart: GmllOll'Cttr:r I:tu made the molt csptidt tl:lccc"dimii ICtIItcme1b aJonl tllac: lina, sa:: b cwnpIe "'Toward a Soi::iologfad
'l'hemy of Income D~" (in tYar !kf'g 1m.} ~ ~. 1m l...a.lN:wM~ 1981, Acadc:mk Press).
2.. This di5CU5lioo is bM.cd 00 data ooIlc:k:d. in the Sevc:ntia thmugh tbe CUn:ent Population SUrvq' aod th~ Panel Study of Im:ome
Dynamics. There wm: three brief repm1s m the MON1i/y 1Abar ReWr:w, On tbr:sie ~ sa:: MIIXYCorooran, Linda. Datcher
and Greg J. Duncan "Mos.t Wmkcrs Ftnd JobI Through Wont of Mooth.~ (Angust 1980); Carl ~feld "Job Search of the
UlW:mptoycd, May 1916." (NQli'CmI:¥r1911) and "The Extco.t of Jab Search by BmpfoFd W~ ~ (Mmrch 1911). The IJKI5t
flwrough JlDI&!y$esof Current Pnpulation Su:rw:yData from 1m was done by Xamt E..Campbell and Rachel A Rmenfeld ~Job
SeaIdt and Jub Mobility: Sa and Race ~.. ~ in 1M ~ DfWori:, (1985, 3:147-174).
Maty Corcoou:t, I...ind.aDatcher and Gq J. Duncan "Mast Wod:t:nl Find Jobs Throog,b Wont of MOOlh.~
See Unda J, Waile and Sue E..Benymm. "Oa:upatiooal ~tioo inCETA Pro&mnm.~ {inBa~ RC$kin(Gl.)Sex
~ in 1M W~ T~ ~ ami ~ 1984, Natiunal Academy r~ This "POrt found few
mcddhnidty di~ in oa:upatiooa~ar training ~tion,
3.
4,
5. This report is &trikinll in !row difficult It
-
for the GAD ta oortecf data from ~te administered service delivery 1It:eU (SOM)
00 tbe genlia aod ethnk: bn:atOOwms,ol JPTA ~ Only sixteen states could or "r.mdd. ~ tlta<: Im:akrlowm. See
United StatC$ General Acc:oontioll Offu:e,Job ~ p~ Act:Reid rmdGmIkr
~=
in Savir:a;.Repcn ta tbe
Clutirmlln; U:I);Watiml and National Security SubaJmmiUa: 00 ~Gtwcn_t Operntfow., HOOSI::o! Rqm:u::tUatiV!:1i, 1991,
GAOIHRO-91-148.
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and the filling of mmy unpostcd jobi tIIroup 1!I!'Ord0( mouth bad the c::m:ct0( Itmltinl the difflWonaf informatloa about
awilabk jobl to the ~I m:I:WOrb of ~.t em~ "l1w:sI:
~
produa: II pool 0( applicants of the same t'iimI:
as typical ineu:mbmt0( the VlU:antjob.See BcthAnm: 5hct- "RadaI Discdmiatioo.1n Initial Labor MaI:t:et~.. N~
JowniJJof
~
(1987, 2::100-111).11te thIn! study of a Ample 0( job ~ at 111IuJebank found that idfonxtal~b
steer people toward ~ appmpria.te jobi.. See Xc::1IinT. Lc:ic1ttaDdJonath&uMan. "OIJcsWho You Know Mattcr'1:The
~ of Inb:ntal Job Fmdiul N~ 011Job Fmdiul Among Men and Womm," 19'n. Dcpanmcnt or Soc:ialogy,
P~nia State Unmmty~
See for' example; Joe R. FcaliD's GIM:1JtoStM:iIztSlrucllll'C(1914, R and B ~trs); Reynoldll Farley and Walter AUm. 7:hJ:
Color lJn,e tmd.the ~ of LJ'feitt~ (1987, RUSIc:lSaSC);Doup:s
~ "American ApIInbdd: Scgreptioo a,nQthe
MHing of' the U~.. ~ 10umIJlof
~
(1990, 96:329-351).
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Ro.ceIEthnicami GelltlerBarrirn in Hiring mul Pro:motitm
Although the literature on earnings inequalities that arise: from .supply side labor
market models suggestSthat most of the gender earnings gap and much of the mcelethnic
earnings gaps are a function of employer discriminatian, th~ research to nai] down exactly
how this happens is sketchy at best-I There are a number of ways in which th~ actions of
employers, supervisors, and co-workers can foster gender and race/ethnic iner~ua1ities. In
this section we discuss .biringdiscrimination, discriminatian by supervisors and co-workers,
job trnining barriers, iuternallabor market segregation and glass ceiling barriers.
Hiring DiM:rimUmtioa
Discrimination in hiring can take a uumber of forms. The common sense nation of
discriminatian as the refusal to hire someane because they are not white or nat male has
been called employer taste Cnscriminatian.2 This type .of discrimination reflects the
prejudice of employers or their agents (te. managers) against groups .of workers or jab
applicants. The refusal to hire anyone except white males is probably relatively rare except
in very small mIllS who can find sufficient workers of a single sex or race. A more
reasonable conceptualization of the problem might be:when two applicants apply for Itjob
is there a preference for white males?
How much of this direct discrimination goes on? We know that the Amcan
American unemployment rate is generally twice that of white Americans.! The Hispanic
unemployment rate tends to be about fifty percent higber than the white non~Hispanic
unemployment rate.4 White males and white females have about the same aggregate
unemployment rates. If we take the unemployment rate as a rough indicator of refusal to
bire based on race/etbnicity, then "refusal to hire!!discrimination against African Americans
is very high, against Hispanics moderate, and against women is absent.s This interpretation
must be approached cautiously since the regional distribution of Hispanics and African
. .
Americans is not the same as that of whites. African Americans, in particular, are most
likely to live in regions of the country (the rural South and the Urban North) and
residentiaIly segregated central cities where there are fewer nvaHable jobs.6 Among
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Hispanics, Puerto Ricans in particular are concentrated in high unemployment areas of the
Northeastern United Sates. 7
Hiring audits seem to be the best way to get direct evidence of "hiring preference"
discrimination.s In two pairs of employment audits sponsored by the Urban Institute and
. .'.
the U.S. General Accounting Office, job applicants were matched on all cIuiracterlstics
except mce/ethnicity and then answ~ newspaper advertisements randomly sampled from
local papers. The first pair of audits, carried out in Ollcago and San Diego, compared the
treatment of Anglo and Hispanic young men by employers. They found that Hispanic job
applicants were three times more likely to receive some type of unfavorable treatment
during the application process and that Anglos received more interviews and job offers.
Disparate treatment was highest for management. jobs and lowest for service jobs.
Discrimmation against Hispanics was somewhat higher in Chicago than in San Diego. The
authors suggest that Hispanics may be more likely to be seen as "outsiders" in Chicago.
Another possible explanation is that unemployment is higher in Chicago, thereby giving
employers more latitude to discriminate.9
The second pair of audits was carried out in Chicago and Washington, D.C. and
compared white and black young men. It found that white applicants were three times more
likely than black applicants to both receive favorable treatment during the appiication
process and to get a job offer. Black applicants were also twice as likely to be steered to
less desirable jobs by employers. Black applicants received more unfavorable treatment .in
higher paying, higher status jobs and jobs that involved substantial customer contact. The
degree of discrimination against black applicants was about fifty percent higher in
Washington than in ChicagO.lO
Thesec.ond set of audits highlights another process crucial to hiring discrimination,
the steering of job candidates by employers into sex or race appropriate jobs. Other
research suggests that employers resist attempts by women and men to enter sex atypical
jobsY
~I
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Shreotyping, Statistical Discrimination and Job Solting
Stereotypes are generalized beliefs about groups of people which may influence
employers expectations regarding individual's performance, capabilities and personalities.
Stereotypes are often habitual a~d non-conscious, but they can strongly influence how we
react to people. Gender and racial stereotypes are widespread in U.S. culture and are often
used as reasons by employers to justify discriminatory hiring decisions. One of the central
Problems with stereotypical thinking is that it is self-reinforcing, encouraging individuals to
ignore information that challenges a stereotype and remember information that confirms the
stereotype. When we talk about prejudiced or discriminatory employers) we are typicaUy
referring to individuals whose hiring decisions are influenced by unexamined stereotypes
rather than by a reasoned, objective evaJuation of each job candidate based upon their
qualifications. Even an employer who tries to give each candidate a 'ffair shott! may interpret
information through stereotypical filters.12 Behaviors by a white male job applicant that
are interpreted by a potential employer as enthusiastic, motivated and self confident, may
be seen as physically threatening performed by a black male or pushy and insensitive in the
case of a female job appIicant.13
Since stereotyping influences how behaviors are interpreted, they ,may impact not only
hiring decisions but also evaluations regarding raises and promotions. When whMe men
excel at a task, it typically is interpreted as the result of intrinsic skill or talent, but when
women or minorities excel external attributions to t'1uck1l)nconnectionsll or "affirmative
action" are often invoked.
The success of any particular employee is not simply the product of hislher individual
effort and employer's sometimes stereotypically filtered evaluations of the work, but also of
the interactions with and interpretations of co-workers. For women and minorities who end
up as tokens in traditionaI1y male or white work environmen~ the tendency of co-workers
to evaluate and work with them through stereotypical lenses is quite high. 14 The practical
advice on managing diversity suggests that stereotypical thinking must be chal1enged. An
additional approach to reduce the influence of stereotyping. developed in more detail later
in this repon, is formal accountability in decision making.J5
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Although mast commentators suggest that stereotyping is irrational and inefficient,
the theory of statistical discrimination argues that segregation represents rational reactions
of employers to different average productivity and career patterns between groups. The
argument suggests that when firms employ worken with high levels of firm specific skills,
then they will prefer more stable and cheaply trained labor forces. Employers may translate
a preference for more productive workers into discrimination against and for whole groups
of potential employees. Employers, who have limited relia~le information at the individual
level Wito future productivity; use statistical averages, real or perceived, for groups in order
to discriminate between a likely good job match and a prospective employee who is less
Ukely to work out. Since women are often perceived as having less stable career patterns
and minorities lower quality education, employers may believe that both groups have higher
training costs than white men. Employers may than reserve jobs with high on~the~job
training casts for white males.lei
There is not much in the way of direct evidence that white males are actually more
productive workers. Some economists infer that they must be more productive since they
are paid more, a clearly unsatisfying logic. Direct evidence is at best anecdotal, and there
is some evidence that women work harder tban men, and that industrial productivity is higher
in industries with high employment of African~AmericansP If there are no real average
group productivity differences between women and men and whites and non-whites at the
aggregate level, then statistical discrimination theory can no longer c1aimthat it is describirIg
an efficient process. Under these conditions statistical discrimination reduces to a narrow
form of discrimination linked to skin and on-the-job training exclusion.
If we reject the assumption of average group productivity difference, that does not
mean we should reject the notion that perceptions of group differences are not widespread.
They are. If employers assume that white male labor is more productive, particularly more
stable and easier to train, then we would expect patterns of discrimination in hiring that
would be strongly associated with the required skills and training time associated with jobs.
There is some recent evidence that discriminatory processes similar to the statistical
. v''',.
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discrimination account are operating. African Americans and women are Jess likely to be
found in jobs wi.th long on-the-job training periods.n~There is some evidence that
employem auumethat all women have a statistically average job commitment level lower
than men which explains observed wage differences. Similarly, statistically average
discounting of the quality of African American's education by employers has be~n found to
substantially explain black-white wage inequality.I' One study directly explored the
meaning of race and ethnicity to employer&. They key finding was that many employers did
use race as a signal as to potential productMty.20
Job Troining Barriers
Statistical discrimination theory
points out that employers might offer less
skill" enhancing training to women or
minorities. Unequal access to skilJ training
is an nnportant source of gender and
race/ethnic career wage inequality. It has
often been observed that gender and
...J: IdMIaIHIp'IId-' Auad&lllllh\:bwllln NII,tin Dl>dOl'atII
race/ethnic wage inequality is lowest eady WhiteMale.-II-WhiteFllmAln Black Males ~ Black Females
in the career and increases with age.:U SOUfCII:Tomukovip-DIIftY.1993
Part of the explanation for this increased disparity across careers is tbat many employers
make significantly smaIIer investments in the skil1 training of minorities and women. In a
recent Department of Labor study it was found that men received more formal and informal
on-the-job training than women. Whites were as likely as minorities to receive formal
training but received substantially more informal on-the-job training.22 Although not often
conceived as such this is a potent form of discrimination in that it affect not onlY current
wage but also future wages and promotion prospects. Figure 4 reports gender and racial
inequality in access to skin enhancing on-the-job training for a recent sample of employees
in North Carolina. Only at the very lowest and highest education levels is there partial
Figure 4, On.thtticb Training Time and Education by Gender .md
.Race, North Carolina. 1989
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convergence between white males and black males in average training time. Gender on~
the-job training time differences, at least in this sample, were very large and invariant acrms
education levels..
Discrimbu1.titm 'by o,..Wt1I'bn ami MlDUlguB
On.e problem with statistical discrimination theory .wthat it assumes that employers
are the only iliscrlminatory actors. If we assume that advantaged employees desire to keep
their advantages, or that they behave and react in stereotypical ways, than we should expect
that co-workers and supervisors arc potentiaIsourcesof discrlminatoryaction. One reason
that white male IUpervisor's desires for exclusion may be widespread may be that the level
at which hiring is accomplished is generaUy close to the job operation level. So when white
women, black women, or black:males apply for a job, they are often potential status threats
not only to the white men at that level, but also at the next highest level -the person making
the hiring decision.23
Many authors have found that sex or race segrega.tioncan be understood as a procesl
of rank segregation in which higher skin, opportunity, or authority positions are reserved for
men and or whites.24 Statistical discrimination theory suggests that these outcomes reflect
employers attempts to economize. on training costs. Another way of understanding this
exclusionary pattern is that the importance to white males of gender or race/ethnic
segregation increases as the general attractiveness of jobs increase. At low levels of skin,
power, or promotion opportunity we find more minorities and women. As skill, power,. or
promotion opportunity rise, preuures from already advantaged employees for exclusion and
segregation increase and there will be fewer minorities and women and more segregation.
Thus, the women and minorities.who are found in high skill, high authority positions win
tend to be in positions with other women or minorities (e.g. nursing supervisors or clergy in
black denominations), in special minority issues jobs (e.g. affirmative action officer), or
supervising other women or minorities.2S
There hav'e been many case studies that demonstrate the reluctance of white and
male co-workers and supervisors to admit minority and female workers into jobs that were
21
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previously gender and/or race exclusive. For example.,a ease study of women office workers
in a large utility who were encouraged by management 10 work in male blue col1arjobs
found substantial resistance by male ro-workers and mpervilors.~ There is also evidence
that when women enter traditionally male jobs the degree. of scmal harassment increases
substantially.21 Similarly, a study that looked at the integration of African Amencan males
in a manufactnring pIant in the OIicago metropolitan area, found~emendom resistance
among ski11edwhite labor to both hiring black labor and the sharing of skills with black.
workers. In this study it was much easier for the black workers to get hired than it was for
them to getac.cess 10 the more skilled jobs in the plant.1B
For most jobs, the actual skills are learned on the job. For many white collar jobs,
particularly management jobs, doing a good job is about talking, listening and creating
strategic alliances to get things done. When threatened workers refuse to share skills or
interact In strained ways with women or minorities, the failure of lame to excel may be
blamed on qualification deficits, but are more likely to be the result of harassment and
exclmion.
InlEnw1 LolJo,. Markets ruul BtzrriI!rs to Promotion
The problem of the glau ceiling is fundamentally about barriers to promotion. Many
people are unlikely to be promoted because they do not hold jobs that are part at career
ladders. An internal labor market refers to a set of firm rules and practices in which access
to higher positions typicany occurs through the promotion of current employe:es. Geuera~ly
it is larger flIIIlS that create internal labor markets. In these firms managerial careers are
generally organized through internal labor markets. As we have seen already, women and
minorities are less likely to be initially hirediuto managerial positions. When the initial job
in a11intemallabor market is at the bottom of the skill and authority hierarchy, the career
ladder tends to be quite short. 'Z9 Managerial and professional entry pam tend to be
attached to longer job ladders: Because women and minorities are more likely to be hired
into lower skmed initial jobs, they are likely to have, on average, less access to promotion
opportunities.30 The most comprehensive studies an this topic have focused upon
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advancement in the federal civil service. Gender and race promotion differences in the
Federal government seem to be largely a function of differences in job ladders, with women
and minorities concentrated in loWer and middle tier job ladders, and white men in upper
tier job ladders.. 31
Within a managerial internal labor market, promotion is typically competitive, wi~
promotions at lower levels in the job hierarchy primarily responsive" to task competence.
Promotions to higher levels increasingly reflect access to influential mentors and informal
organizational networks. Women and minorities, even when successful in demonstrating task
competence, often have difficulty finding mentors and getting access to the informal
organizational structure.32 There is very little systematic research on minorities in
management jobs and most that does exist takes discrimination from co-workers and
superiors as a given. What research does exist is "generally on convenience samples,
generally of black male or white female managers and with limited comparisons to white
males. The general conclusion is that managerial promotion becomes increasingly difficult
at higher levels in the corporation, and depends at least partly upon women and minorities
acting as if the discriminatory barriers and stereotyping which surrounds them do not exist.
That is, women and ethnic/racia1 minorities must appear to fit in, even while standing out
and being actively and passively discouraged in their quest for promotion. Since stereotyping
of token managers is widespread, there is a very narrow band of acceptable behavior for any
one who is not a white maIe and wishes to build a corporate management c.areer.33
The available research also suggests that women and minorities need to be more
qualified than comparable white men in order to gain access to managerial authority and
responsibility. They also are more likely to have more limited decision making authority and
to supervise other women or minorities.34
~.
".
.10..
Glass Ceilings?
The literature reviewed so far should make it clear why it is primarily white men who
reach the top ranks of the largest corporations in the United States. Most people spend
their workIives far away from the job ladders that might ever allow them to reach the top
23
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of these corporations. Discrimination in hiring and racial and gender segregation in
employment insure that minority males and all females are unlikely to ever rise high enough
1 .
in the cmporation, have broad enough experience and have received the type of informal
network support that are an required before someone reaches the very top of the largest'
U.S. corporations. For those few who rise high enough in the corporation to see the top,
the perception that they a.re blocked by a glass ceiling may be accurate. No doubt, this
ceiling is particularly galling in light of the partially closed doors and job ladders to nowhere
that they already had to avoid and circumvent in their careers..
Past research on who gets the coveted positions above the glass ceiling suggests that
very few white males make it, although almost all who make it are white male. Rosabeth
Kanter provides a convincing explanation for what she calls homsosociaJ reproduction at the
top of the corporate ladder.35 She explains that corporate promotion decisions become
increasingly based on trust, rather than performance as you near the top of the corporate
hierarchy. This makes sense in two ways. First, everyone who makes it high enough to see
or suspect a glass ceiling has to be good. At th.ese stratospheric levels in the corporation
there are no poor performers,evcryone is an overachiever.
The second reason has to do with the sheer immensity of whatis on the line when
you get to the top of a corporation worth billions of dollars. Top executives don't ptomote
anybody to control those types of resources. Rather, they are only likely to promote
someone they tfust to make th.e same decisions they would. Thus, the pressures for trust
rise as you near the top. How is trust established? One of the main criteria for most of us
is wcial similarity. The research literature is quite clear on this point. The people who
reach the top of major corporations tend to .share much more than their white maleness.
They tend to come from prominent fammes, have gone to promment secondary schools and
colleges, to be members of elite clubs, and to sit on the boards of other corporations,
foundations and Universities, all in addition to being overachieving team players during their
corporate careers. J6
Not only must those who rise to the top have substantial experience in various aspects
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of the corporation's business, much of the work above the gIauceiling in large corporations
has to do with nurturing thecorporauon's relationships with other corporations, financial
capital and state policy makers.. "Business scan,fI experience and knowledge of the
environment outside of the home corporation is vital to the career of executiveswishingto .
join the inner circle of the corporate eJite.31 It would seem plausible thai when top
management contemplates potentiaIcandidates to rise above that glass ceiling into the key
policy making positions in the corporation they may take into account, in addition to trust,
breadth of experience and social similarity, how effective the candidate ISlikely to be in
dealing with people outside of the corporation. Gender and race may enter the decision
here once again, especially if there is a perception that female or minority candidates would
be less effective representatives of the corporation because of external prejudices. This
.
might hea particular problem in international business dealings.
The literature on hiring and promotion discrimination suggests that there is
lubstantial conseous and non-consclous discrimination in hiring and promotion in both the
public and private seeton of the economy. Much of this information is based on case studies
of specific firms and small sample hiring audits. It is impossible to tell fmm this literature
which sources of discrimination - employer prejudice, supervi.sory discrimination or the
preservation of privileged positions by already advantaged employees is empirically tl1emost
important.38 Ail, however, are about access to better quality jobs, experiences and skills,
and the workplace influence that determines both levels of compensation and the
probabilities for advancement.
NOTES TO RACElETHNIC AND GENDER. BARRIERS TO mlUNG AND PROMOTION
1. It is poIIIibk that IIsubstanIiaJ. porr.im1.of pd1:r and Adal ineqUlllitia in acass to BOOdj:obs is acal.ed by Ihe job in!O:lImllion
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typically haYc:flexibility in ItUinI JW:Idards. disc:n:tion. 10 adjU'$t ItI.ndartIs about tx 5Ulrabili:tyof ~ educafimJand job
hia:Iory,and, JDOatimpol1an1lyb' thisd~ the c.\'Iluatioaof pctIOI1ali1y.See the raearch reported in "Educational
Cn:dentiala and Hirint ~ What ~ l..oo:k b' in Nav Em~" ~ in SodcJ Stn1ffi~ Il1tdMo!biJiJy
(1- 1:71JJ7).
The IOCial~llite1:ll:U:re011 ~C is qw.tedar tbatthac proca;RS10 on all tlte~ For intmdUdionsto
this march RC RD. Ashmore and FJe. Del BoQ "SeaS~ and Implicit Pcr:aonaIity11teory: Sex~ (1919, 5:219-
248);
~ Dcam; "From IndMdual ~ to SodaI Catepiee Analysisof. Deadd's R~ 011Gender," ~
~ (1984. 39:105-115); aDd Thomas F. PdtiJn:w.'"Ibe Ultimate Artribu.tIon :Erroc ~nl Allport'l ~1ivI::
AnalysiufPrcjudic:c." ~-Z~ ~l1ulktin (1919,5:461-16). Fori &cod S1JJI1IJIaI)'otthe racardt on racial
~nCIeC fbmrdSdluman, Cbadotte SI.cm and ~ Bobo.,R«ittIlAJrimdia mAmt:rica: TlmIlsand ~
(1988, Harvani Uniw:Wty PtaI).
13.
14. A good descriptIon 0( tbis pma:ss B in Roabdb Kanter's study MOl Il1tdWomenof the C~o:n (1m. Bu.ic Boob).
E~ an bow Ihis stc:n::otypingby IDllnagcnand ~ :reproduceRS ~Iioo an be fou.ndin Reskin IInd~.
.lob Queu~ Gmda Queues.
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1.5. It. JOOd review of thb l.itemure with an appliaOOo to a JIC(bias J8Muit can be found ia [be paper by William T. ~, "Sc:r
SqreptioI1, Geuder Stereotypel, aDd the Impact ofl..udy Stons' Penonnd Pulicics 011Women Employees' Opportuni1ics !or
~t," (paper praaslCd 81 tbc 1992 annua.I mecti..n&ol the American Sodoio&ica1 Associatioo).
See espcci:aJJy the f!~ in William T. Bidby aDd Jams N.. Baron "Yea aDd Women It Wort:: Sex Sqrqadon and
SWiItial DilaiminaOOo: AmaiatftktimiJI ofSociolor1 (1986, 91:75-m) Thcxideal were ori&inaJJycbdopt:d by Jeenneth
Arrow ia two artidc:s "1bc Tbcory of Dilcriminatioll.," (m 0. Aa.bc:IIfd~ [~] DiK>:''':'4IIiott in LtIbor MwW. 1973, Priooetoo
UDiw:nity Prca) aDd "Some NathaDIUcaJ Modell of Race ia tbc lAbor Jofada," (m A. PuaJ [01] I&tcitIl~ in
~ ~, 1973, D. C. Heath). aDd by EdmUDd S. Pbdp8, '"The S&atiItica1 Tbcory of Raciam and Scmm," ~
~ l&:*w(1972, ~).
On p:odcr 8CIeDa1iIe aDd William Bidby, "She Wod:a RanI .for Her Mooey: Houeehoid ReapoasI"bilIlia and the Allocation
of Wort ElfDrt: ~ JOIIfWJlof SodoIot:1 (1988, 93:1031-1059). For nee 8CIeOmcr R. GIIk, QuxIace HiJ8M WIIIM'dl,
and Jeltn:j A. Burr, "Rac:i.aIMis aDd IDduatriaI .P'roduc:tMIy," .bNriaR -~ BMcw (1983, 50:20-23) and Donald
~DeYc:y, "'Labar Foo::e CompoIidoa,. M.utd ~ Structural J>owcr and IDdustrial ProductMIy: (in
Gecqe Farba aDd huJ:a Enatmd [cda.] ~ Finrv..Jok
~ ..Bccnomic~ 1988 P1enumPras).
DanaJd Toawtavic-De!/cy, Gmdt:r tiRIl &ciDl btefudlil1. Jtbrk..
Toay Tam aDd I.1nooIn Quillian IJIC I roodd ofllatisticaJ discrimination to hypothesize that emp10yen use an otima:te or
c:zpcdcd job mmmitmettt ol employees in dcc::idinc whom to bite or promote and that expected job commi1mcnt is bo:viIy
i12fIuenced by &ender. They find that the maJc.lcmaJe wqe pp .for .. natiooal ample can be o:pIaiDCd as a function of au
csdmatc ol tbi&fiditiou&, statirticaDy .w:rap: p:udcred expedCd job c:omm.itment ("Discrimination by Etpectcd 1'umoYa- Risk:
The MiuinJ Unk in the GeDdcr Waae Gap," paper pmcnted 81 tbc Annual Mcdinc of. the American ~I Association,
Miami Florida). AItbouJ:h 110(8CUinJ out to t.eIt the tbcary ol atatiatical dilaimination Lanahan Q'Cannel, MicbacI Robie.and
T. Ak:Dndc:r Smith {"SkilI:aor Disaiminalian: It. Tot olTwo ModdI 01.Black-White Income Dif:!'=a:s," paper presented at
!he 1993 annual mcetinJ of the Amaican Socioiop:aI Auociatioo) find that the black white waF gap can be aptained by
human capital ditIcreftces if we aaume that c:mpioyas discount the ~ Wl1a signaled by cduc.ation for black job applia.n1S
by an 8\'et'.IIC of three years.
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19.
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:zo.. The ICUdyby JoIec:n~m.n md :KathrynM. NecRnmm ("We'd Low: to Hire Them, BuY-: The ManinK or lbce fer
Emplayas" in JCDCb and Pcter3er1, 1M lJrbim. l1rttlacJcuz, 1991, The IkooCiqs lnItitution), reported that bJ.ack male Status
W&IUICd by 01ica&0 employeR as .. lip) of poor cdnation, 'bMer dBs' bIctJ;round, and street comer attitude probk:m.L
Suoxsatul black male job applicaDu. h8d to countcnct Ihe statistical dilcrimiDltocy assumpUom employers made.. .
MeMn E. 'Ibacnas. Cedric HerrinS and Hayward Dr:nick Hortoa, "Discrimination OYer the Li~ Course: A Synlbaic Cahart
Analysis or EamiDp Diffcrcnccs benr;een BJ:ack and White Males., 1940-1990." Unpublished paper, 1993, Department or
SocioIocY, I..ehi&h UnM:nity; R.adx:J A. RarcnCdd, "Women's Oa:apatianal Can:c:=. Individual and Sttuctur.aJ ExplilnaOOm.,"
SodDlog of Work... t:JcaIpotiorv(1919,~1).
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21.
22-
n.
Thomas AmiraJdt, "TraUtinC to Qualify .for Joo. and Im~ Stiu., 1m," Jlonthly Lolxx Rr:vkw (1992, 115:31-36).
See for eu.mple, Patricia A. Rooa and &rbua F. Rcskin "Imtitu1ional FIICtors Contnootinc to ScI: Segregation in the
WortpLaa;" (ia B. R.c:skin [01] Sa S<g~ in. the Wtriplocr ~ Ezplantuions, I«mediD, 1984, National Academy Press)
and Heidi Hartmann, "Capitali:am, Patriarchy aDd Job Sqreptioo by ScI:," (m M. BIzDJl and B. Regan [cdL.] Womm-a lhc
W~, 1976., UniYersity of ChiaIQ Pn:a.
24. The rac:ard1..mich n:pocu thc:8e patterns fur both nee and p:nda an: 10 numerous and 110consistent that only :8~tJltive
liatiD&an be maie bere. 1'bc: oeutral md stlbic fact is that .. the quality or the job inaeasa, a1too&tno matter bow )'01.1define
. quality job, white m.a1cs an: IIXX"CIikdy to be found in tho8e jobI and other 1J'OUp8lea likdy. Edna Bonacich. "Mv3n=d
C.apiulism and BlactJWhite Race Rdaticm in the United States: A Split Laboc- ~ VIeW," A11Icrican Sodolot}caI Rr:vkw
(1916, 41~SI); Pcu:r IJoerlJ:tcer and MidI.ad Pi«e, lnIt:mal Lolxx MDTi«a.. Mi1IfI1O'I'WT~ (1971, D. C. Hath);
R.eynoM1aFarley and Walter Allen, 1M Color Line ... rite Qwli:y of life in.America (1987, RnssdSap:); Charb HaJaby
"lob-cpccil'k Sex DifrcreDCCSin Orpnm.rinns\ ~ Attainment: W.aae Dixrimiaatioa vs. Rank Sc:gn:ption," Social Fcwca
(1977,58:108-127);Randy Hod8on,Womn' &mint;r .. ~ EcvnornicStnlCIUrr:(1983.,.AademicPress); Arne
:Ka1icberJ aDd ICcvin Leicht, "J<a and. Skilk: A Multivariate s.tnx:w.nI Appro8ch." Social SciaJcc ~ (1986, 15:269-296);
Arne K.a1Ic:bcrJ. Micbad WaI18cc:, and Robert AlthaUlC:S", "&ooamic Sq.mc:nt.alioo, Wort;er Power, aDd Income Inequality,"
.tfnfaican .lounttJl of SodoJog (1981, 87:651-683); Robert 1- Kaufman, or.I1JcImpact or Industrial and Occupational Structure
OIl B1acl:-White Empioymenl AIJoation," ..fmt:rican Soc:iologiaJl &view (1966, 51:31G-323); SlaDky lJebcnon, A Pica ofdrc
Pic BlacJa and ~ Immigrana Since 1880 (1980, Univenity of CaliComia Press); Clades W, Mud1c.r, Toby L Pared, aDd
Kuzu.t.o Tanab., "Forcdosuro in Authority Outcome of Black aDd White SupeMsoo.- SociDJ Scicna Rexmr:h (1989, 18:1-20);
Toby Pan:d and Charles Mue1lc:r,.-bcripdon and Lobar M~ &cc and Sa. DijfcmKa in E.omi1y;r (1983, .Aadcmic Pn:sr.).
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25.
~
aystematicaI1y me- the CXW'~ ol theIe 'IIIDdtpIaceiDcqualitica to the gender and race compc»itioo or
jobI in "Labor-Pt'OCI:8 Inequality and the Gader and lUce eompc.itioa of Joba," ~irf SociDl Slr."fi=tJoft t1IfdMobility
(1993, 12:215-247)-
'I'h8 iI ODeol the oauraI fiDdinp in 1'oaIatoYio-Devqo, Gascirr ... /ltJdIJl~ III Weft. Ezdmioaary prootsKS are very
IUOIII fer both. JCDdcr and nICe in that 1UJdy. Sqn:pdoa~ by JCDdcrare IttDOpt for the bat pOIitiolu. RaciaJ
ICp'Cptioll illtroIDpt IIIIICIIIIatDJed IIWIUaIjob8, and dc:diDea ~ amooajobl thai require ooIIqe dqrccs. I interpte:t
IhiI to rdIcct the tma1k:r' dcmcpapIUc threat miDcritic:a pole to wbita ill jobI that require hiP icYcls of education. Rcskin
8Dd Rooa, Job ar-a. G-*r QNaIa dilK'1llKl ~ the lllpenilory paUem.
See Ireoe PadaYic's wat 1Ddudiq. "A1tractio11 ol Male Bl:J:Ie..aJUarlobi fcr BbIct and White Womar: Bmrvvnic Need,
EIpoIure, ad Altitudes," SodGl SdtJnce ~ (1991, 72:3J-.49) and Barbara Ratin and lreDe Padavic "Supervisors :as
Gatetec:po.a:: Male SupcMIon' Response to Wcmen'lIn&qralioB in PIaDt Job&," SociGJ ~ (1988, 35:536-550).
A n:W:wol the Iitcnba'e, tlaatd--- 8CXUaIhanIIImar1:m. -".i8..v..rm way, Iru been ~ by Maxine Altimon and
Lmba' 0tJ0, '5ema1 ~ AD AJeDda fcr Sociok:IckaIlDquiIy: (paper pn:sairm at the 1992 annual meeting of the
American ~I ARociaJjnn). They d8cu8 a _bel: 0[ .nadia that report hiJha' k:vd& of acmaI hara8mcnt wbea
WOlDenenter tnditianalty maJe jobL 1'hc: mo.t ~ R:III::8l'Chrac:I1iIJI this coadu.Uon
-
an:icd oul OIlgcvemmcnt
'MXt:en. See U.s. Merit Sy:stam. Protectiou Board, "Sc:xua1Haruamcnt in the Fedend Gow:mmcn.r: An Update," Report to
the President and Coqreu at the Unirm S.ratcs (1988, GcNmIment Printin& omcc).
See Bruce WiIliama,BIoJei:~ ill an JIouIaarri,sl SuburlJ: 1M S8vgfJe~ Dixri1ftinarion (1987, Rutgrn UnM:nity Pl'CS&).
'Ibtte hJM: been a x:ric:s ol caae studies wIIicb baye shown the rais.raDce ol male and wbite worb:rs and supervison to sa: and
race inlqratioo indudinr CyDth.Ia CtJetbum. M#ltChinety of Dominotra:: wm.:m. Mm mrd Ta:Jmia1J Know-How (1988,
Ncrthea:tcm UnMnity Prea) and ht
*
W"YofWomatt: Mm" ~IO SccEquoJizy in ~ (1991, ILR Press);
Samod ColIn, nw:l'Yoc:csof~Scc-1)pittr(198S, Temple UniYersity Press); Jahn P. Fcrnandc:z.&CUrIUMsmmt
iN Corponit1t Ufc (1981, D.C Heath); Rkfwd F. Amcria and Beman! E. Andcno:n, Moving AMsd: BliIc1cMl11'IIZfFJin
~ ~ (1978, McGraw-HilI); Rou.beth M. .K.antec'dIGf fIItIl H+Jmm of* Corporaticn (1917, Ruic Boob).
26.
27.
28.
:29. Fa.- 0YaVieM oll'ClClT'dl ad CJODOf'tI"'tlmtioa oa iDtema.Ilabor madzu 8Dd c:areer proc:eues ICe the ra>ic9n by Robert P.
AlthaDla' ("IntemaI Labor Mart:.ds," A1f1IIIIIlReW.t:wof SodoJory. 1989, 15:1043-61) and IUchd A R~{r.JrI ("Job Mobility
aDd Canxr Proa:ascs,- AnlruDl &v;ew of Sociolog, 1992. 1~).
The 0II1ystudy that loots dim:tIy at tbe probability of promotioG ac:n:u the whole labor IDra: is by Bubara Remn and Arne
IC.IIIebaJ ("SeX DifYcreDccs in Promotioa ExpcricDce in the: United States and Norway," paper px=tc:d at 1bc: IntematWnal
Socioqical A81cdatioa, R.aeardI Commlnee 28 CorIfereDa; Anpl1993, in DurlIam, Ng. T/rl$papa repons fer 1991,that
48<J5 of men. bu1 only 34'5ol1llUmCD report IiY'eCJ1irvin& been promof.Cd by thcirc:um:nt enJpmyer. Unfonllnatdy. it doa IJ01
cumine ~ difrcn::na:a in pmmotiaL
30.
31. See 1bom:as A DiPrete and Whitman T. Soule "Gender and PJ:omocjoa in Sc:gmc:nted lob Udder Systems," Amaican
Sodr:JlogiCI1lRr:viI:w (198&, 53:26-40) and 1bom:as A DiPn:te, 1M ~ lAbor Mtrit:t: T1tt: Cast: of the F~ Civil
Savta: (1989, P1cnum Press). Similar findings Cor New Yort State ~menl employment is rcpona1 by Ronnie Sl.cinberg.
Lois,Haiznerc and c.H. Chcrtc8. ~ Promotioas in the Public Sector," Wart
"""
Oa:upmions, (1990, 17:284-3(1).
Sy5rematic and comprebensM:, although dated,studies ol these banica can be:found in John P. Fcrnandc:z. R«ism and Saism
it Oxpanl« Life (1981, D.c. Hath) and Ridw:d F. America and Bcrnanf E. Andctmn., MD'Viry:~ Bktd: M~ in
~ 8Iuiztt::a (1978, McGraw-HiIl). 111a deYcr study which romparca caminp between male and female a:cc:utivcs Robin
BartJc:tt and Timothy MIIk:r ~ Eaminp by Geoder. A Calc Study," Social SciJt:n« Quancrly, 1988, 69-.892-909) fiod
that JCDdcr rrlated difIt:taICCS :m ac:aaa to job rda1ed iDConnatioa throaJh inCmnal nttMXts u wd1 as the oqanizational
roalc:Xt ol empioymcn.r an: dgnifiant I01UI:'IX8oftbe IUb&tantial p:ndercarninp incqualJlica bctM:cn male and kmaIe Cll:CUtWes.
JCaren Stcpbcnaoa and Valdis KIeb8 prac:nt a remarbblc IDUltntioa on the i8obtioo ol minoritia and WDIDa1in the infOC'lDaI
won:, auppor1 and infunDaDon Dd1Iorb ol. poop ol mana~ and professian.aI in a financial savica company ("A More
Accurate Way to Nomrc DiYa:njty," hnonnd loumIIl. 1993, 72:66-74).
32..
31. "The:best ~ of the scant avzilabk maean:b 011black maD8&e3 can be:found in Nancy DfIbma.so and Donna E. Tbmnpson,
'"1bc Advanc:cmenl ol Minorilica IntO Oxporate MuaFDC11: An Ow:Mcw,- lU:xatds in sheSodoJogyof Orfpniznrioru (1988,
6:281-312).. On the cxpcsicx:ca olwomen maDaJC%'lM tbey appm8dl the &Iaa c:eilinSICC Ann M. MocriIon, RmotWI P. White
and Ellen Van Vdsoa,~ tIte GI.IusCD1int; G1IrI~ RmcJt the Topof~:' LmrPr Corporariotu? (1992, Reading.
Ma: Addison-Wesley Publiahing). Roabdh ]Canter providrsthe dasAc description ol tbe Il1:rcOtyping and role =ps~tion
that ronfmnlS women and minorities in rorparaLe intenallabor uw:tcts in Mm, and Womm. ofW: Ccrporatiorz (1977, B.mc
Boob).
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3(. 'I'hiaiI~rmd ill fJJre'W!Cll:'kd. Charla W..MJ:IdJrer.Toby Pared.md ~ 'I'Imab ~ inAuthorityOutcoa:a
of BIai::taDd ~ Supc::rvilon,"SodtIl s:cim« ~, 1989, 1&:1-20)and BubIm F. Ratin and Cadaeri:JreE. Rc8a("Job
AuIIkIdty Idd BImiap Amoa&Me:atcn: Tbe Coafi", ~tr~ r1 Sa."1fbt 1IIf4~ 1992, 19-.342-365)..In
a ttudy of upper tira'CII1~ ill . IarF DlDIOrJIU'iIaafirm BaIty A. .CJa:tw1and GmrJe T. JiIIiItDYic:xqqt that men
tR*df moeIvCId.1i1tq«promotioIIbatefir.l1ha
--
frompoIidwpab~ nitta. bytZr 1DD8po~ SiaIaty
cnu.dI., aDd ~ of Mea md Womat ill al..lqe. PriwG! Ffn8." m 1U:Jba1T. M.itIIacl,Heidi L H:u:tawm. nd BrlJid
0'FmdI (cdl.l h11 ~ ~ ~ 1989, JIIadDMI~ Prall). Oxmbontiw: IiJIdinp can bcfoulld in
~DeYer~ facquaJitymd tile 0ader88d Kace Oapolkioa r1J'oba," ~ iII.StIdDlSnIi~
IIIf4J1ob1lily(1-' ~.:a7) aDdA.liloAM. K.omad.88d:Ica'RJ Pfem:t~1 the Hirirt.&r1.Womatand Yinmiricl
in Educ:atioaal J8ti1ufical." ~ of ~ (19t1. 64=141-1S7).
lbiabeda MoI&XmIcr. Mm .. Wbmcnof- ~ Slate II ilailDOIt .n IfIIIIitIIeIIdt'ftpemapl_1Iiudd refer to the
prc:x:ca.~ repocbIdiDa.
'De IUbIIaadI! raardI ~~ Ibis """""""""i{y iI ~ in::MIdtad UICCtJI."CorpotarionllJld the Corpog1e
EIk.""""" Ritrirt:tttof ~ (1- 6:41-11)aDdV'mc:aI1lbdpa. ~1JId Qitic:a1Approadatothc Power
S1nJctarc DebIf.c: All A~ ad Critique d. Bmpirical FtadiDp." Jounw/ ofPt1lidollIllfll ~.~ (1992,:3QS-
81)-
Yichad UJa::m, Dc lrtMr.Cirdt:;:La1:F~-* m.of~~.4aiv1Jy.. U.£. _UK (19M, Osfm:d
Un:~ty Pn:a
35.
36.
37.
38. 1fiDdin GmIla
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R6dsl ~ SItWr.ri:that rada1cxdu8ion&omtdP ~ jobs II DID'doftenacmm:pliIhcdtIu:I:mgh
dilaimfmldon amomf II«csI to skill CII1IaI1d1!IJob-. Gcndtt ~ IIIIIDItJhJy link:d to Job IkiJl, but aIIo 10 caRer ktddeu
ami IIWIoaJCrla1p<MCr. The in:~ d. Ibis pauem that 1 offer II that m:ia.I diricrimination ill II:tCmIdc!Iely tied 10
cmpIayer's 'tta't!l.tbl' dila:l:m.tn:atiml I8IC:d 00. still Gmdcr dill.::dmiuadon is mor:e dc!Iely Itr1tt.d to ad¥antaFdem:playcc'l
ability 10 ~ .x:as 10 ~ jots. 'l1rere iI DOtIIIlfidI:nt retcIIIdI m other IIIImpIc:soc in Ofba' rqions 10 rmeh
firmcood~ . torhep:acralimbilityof his~
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Race/Ethnic:tmd Gender S~ping ad Earnings lnequalitJ
So far we have emphasized the pmceues that tend to steer women and minorities
into lower level jobs. This steering is intimately associated with the widespread segregation
in employment discussed at the beginning of this report. Women and minorities do not
merely end up in jobs that are of worse quality than they might be abI.e to handle because
.
of their personal qualifications, but they tend to end up in jobs where their co-workers share
their race, ethnic and gender status. When a job becomes meany or gender stereotyped in
a workplace, that stereotype can have important consequences for the organizational
evaluation of the worth of that job and how the work itself becomes organized.
It is well established that as the proportion female and proportion minority in an
occupation rise, wages tend to fall.1 Part of this wage penalty represents the lower skill,
lower opportunity jobs that women and minorities gain access to. Part of the sex and race
composition effects oneamings, however, are a result of the devaluation of work typically
done by women and minorities.2 The gender and racialstcreotyping of work is widespread.
In addition to the national occupationalltudies referred to above, almost every study that
has looked for effects of the sex composition of jobs upon compensation in workplaces has
found that even after job skillcharacterlitics have been statistically' controlled for, job
earnings are depressed when jobs become stereotypical female.3 The evidence is more
mixed for the effect of race composition on job earnings. The research suggests that jobs
become stereotypically black or minority jobs less often than jobs are stereotyped by gender,
but that when racial stereotyping occurs wages are depressed.4
.
The public policy agenda referred to as comparable worth or pay equity reacts to this
widespread devaluing of typically female or minority work by attempting to adjust salary
scales to purge them of this discrimination against jobs. This is accomplished by first
evaluating the actual skills used in jobs and required of employees, and then evaluating pay
scales to see if the sex composition of jobs affects wages over and above skill levels.s One
problem with the comparable worth approach to job stereotyping is that it assumes that
required job skills are independent of sex and race stereotypes. This is unlikely to be the
30
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case. As we saw earIier access to job Figul'1l5. S'Qurcvsof White--BlacII:Wags Gap, Na{LhCarolina
. Em~oy.ea, 1989traIning and managerial power are
intimately tied to gender and race. There
is substantial evidence that gender and
racial stereotypes operate not only to
Jab SldU/Ouamy :3depress wages, but also to influence the
very design of work itse1f:'i
It would be useful to summarize the
relative contnoutions of human capital,
Umuplained14"dmaiminatory exclusion from firms, job Source:T~, 19A
segregation in terms of job skin and quality, and the stereotypicaJ devaluing of work done
typicallyby women or minorities to the gender and race/ethnic earnings gaps. Unfortunately,
no study has addressed all of these is~mesfor a national sample or for diverse ethnic groups.
One piece of research has looked at black~whiteand ma1e~femalewage gaps across an four
dimensions.7 That study led to the estimates of the distnoution of the wage gaps between
blacks and whites and men and women reproduced in the pie charts in Figures 5 and 6.8
RrmOuailty 2%
The most important source of black~
white wage inequality was job skill/quality
discrimination (36%), followed by human
capital differences between blacks and
Unexplained 1
'&
whites (29%) and the racial stereotyping of
jobs (20%). Discriminatory exclusion from
firms that paid higher wages was a small
part of the wage gap (2%) and some
residual mdal wage i,nequaIity was not
accounted for (14%). The three types of Souree:Tomll5kovic.Dl!!Vey,1993
dIscrimination (firm~job skiIl ami race stereotyping) together account fm
.
Fi~. 6, Sources of Male-Female Wage Gap, North Carolina
EmployeR, 19a9
Job Skll!sIQuaIity 28'&
Firm Quality 13%
Human Capita! 3~
Job Stereotyping 56%
of the wage
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gap between blacks and Whites.9
Figure 6 shows that the largest source of the gender wage gap is the sex stereotyping
of jobs which leads to lower wages (56% of the wage gap). This is followed by job
slci1Vqualitydiscrimination in access to jobs (28%) and discriminatory exclusion from higher
wage firms (13%). Human capital differences between men and women explain a very small
part of the wage gap in this study (3%), and all except one percent of the male/female wage
gap is accounted for. The three types of discrimination (firm, job skill and gender
stereotyping) together account for a1J:.nostall of the wage gap between men and women.lO
Alternatives to Job Segregation tJ1UlJob Stereotyping
There are powerful pressures, some conscious such as exclusionary pressures from
advantaged employees and others taken for granted such as sex or racial matching to
stereotypically appropriate jobs, that create job segregation by race and gender. In addition,
there are powerful tendencies, for jobs associated with a typical race or gender for wages
to rise or fall reflecting the perceived social IWarthll of women and men, whites and non-
whites. None of these pressures is inherently economically efficient, all are sm:iaJIy
~ .. ~..
destructive.
There is some good news in this story. These inequalities can be changed. This is
.
most clear when we look at the role of the federal government in promoting equal
employment opportunity. The level of gender and racial seg~egation and wage inequality
has been reduc~d over the last thirty years. In the period between 1960 and 1980, when the
federal government was most aggressive in implementing new rules and monitoring private
sector compliance with equal employment opportunity guidelines, we saw the greatest
progress.u The substantial inequalities that remain may occasionally lead us to doubt the
efficacy of federal action. A look back to the world of 1960 when racial and gender
segregation and discrimination were not only legal, but expected, tolerated and even
supported by law is a useful corrective to the doubts instilled by current inequalities.12 The
data for the eighties suggests, however, that federal enforcement of equal opportunity
initiatives can wax and wane. When it wanes gender and race/ethnic inequalities may grow,
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as pressures for exclusion and stereotypical thinking reemerge.13
A number of studies provide evidence that race and sex segregation decline in firms
with more formalized employment relations. Employment relations that rely on traditional
assumptions and unmoDitared interaction patterns are more likely to produce discriminatory
workplace practices. When line managers are accountable 10 both employees. and upper
management in terms of formal rules, exclusionary practices, whether based on competition
for good jobs or stereotypical thinking, are less common. When the employment relation
is characterized by formal job descriptions, including explicit listings of required credentials
and experience, where employees are seen as having rights as weU as duties (often through
an employee handbook or union contract), and when job openings are formally advertised
or posted before anyone is hired or promoted, traditional exclusions on the basis of sex or
race are less likely to occur.14
The other organizational characteristic that seems to be important in breaking glass
ceilings and reducing earnings inequalities is the character of corporate leadership. If top
management, or owners in the case of small businesses, are aggressive in promoting equality
of opportunity than it can happen. In the absence of aggressive leadership from the top,
successful backlash and resistance from advantaged employees, including line management,
should be expected. This seems to be particularly true for corpora~e efforts to smash or
at least raise glass ceilings. Since so much of managerial advancement is dependent upon
.
similarity, trust, and access to informal networks of influence, top management must ma~e
explicit that it expects women and minorities to advance. On the other hand, if typically
female or minority jobs have traditions of low wages and low training investments by the
corporation, line management requests for increased pay rates or operating budgets to
reduce past inequities may threaten their career prospects unless the requests are
encouraged by corporate leadership. In the absence of aggressive leadership from the top,
equal employment opportunity goals become platitudes rather than strategies for reducing
segregation and inequality.IS
Because equal opportunity is not a supply side phenomena, but instead reflects
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orga1Ji.zationaIdynamics including the sex and race stereotyping of employees and of jobs,
a comprehensive organizational plan to reach equal opportunity goals must typically be
developed. These plans need to specify goals, allocate adequate resources for both
managing the transition and training employees and managers, and provide a timetable
which is periodically checked for progress. Managers must be held accountable for meeting
equal empJoyment opportunity goaIs.Becanse backlash and resistance from a~vantaged
employees can be anticipated, it is important that everyone realize that equal opportunity
is a business objective, not a social welfare program and that there are consequences for
fmlure to meet this business objective.Ili
NOTES TO RACFJETIINIC AND GENDER STER.EOTYPING AND F.i\RNINGS INEQUALITIES
~
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~"
1. 'Ibc ~ for this proposition Is wdJ kOOIIII'Dand bas been repeated many timc:s.. Some ol:~ 1tInfit.prominent oalIlplo
Im:tud:eDonald Treiman and Hcid! Hartmann, ~ J¥tri IIIINlWa,p: EIpal Ptzyfor JOOroj Equal V~ (1981, National
Ac:ademyPrea); BIaim:Son:nmn .~ t.bcEffect of Occupational.Sc::rand RHa: Cmtpacidon on Earninp." ~d Toby
Para:!, "Cmtpar:aNe WOJrth.Occupational Labm' ~and Occupational Earnings: R=uJII from the 1980 CctJ&u:s,"both in
ROOmT. ~ Hcidi Hartmann:and Brip:l O'Far:JrJJ(cds.)~~ Empiric1Jl
~ (1989, NatJooal~ Prcs:&);
and Paula EapmI. Georre FarDs, BarbIu;aStanek Imboume, and "l'hamasDou, "mplairling OccupatWml.lSc::r~ticm and
Wap F1:ndinpf.n:= a Mcdc1with Fm:d~" ~ ~ lUview (1988, .53044-558). The Enpnd d ai, article
Is pmiaIJarly
~
in that their atatlstiaJ m:odds ~ ru.Ic out t.bc possibility !hat aD.Yw:tIneImIrcd lndMdual kvd
betc:rqendty in pn3dw::tiYityma~ ~ aa::mmts for tile oa:uplltiDaatlCt mmpacitim eRect.
VrrtuaUy aIJ of tile ~ on raa: mmpacition ba b::uucJ on African..Amcrians. Only one stlld)', Paula England'"
InOIIOpph C~ WtNth: ~ fJIIf1dE~ (1992. AIdJm: dcGlU)'IU). to DIf kn~ aalIliucs the impact at
HIspanic occupatiomlJoompoliitionon ca~ ~nd finds that III !he Pen:cnt Mesicm In an occupation pI'IIWcaminp
dcd.i.ne..The dfect seems to refkd the low up asrtOcial1:dwith ap:icultural empiaymc:nt.
2,;
3. The bat n::vit::wat 1bac studies can 1:1:round in PauJ.a Enpnd'l boot Cr:1mjHm1blcWonh. Three cl the 100II1thomup cue
studies are Jetty Jawbs and Ronnie Stcinl:l:rL "Compenutiq Dilfemntialsand the Male-Femak: W.ge Ga;p: E'iidence from
the New Yak Sta:te Comparable Wooh Study," Sodt1l Forces (1990, 69:~ Jal11e!lN. Bamn and Andn::w B.. NC"illIIUln,
"For What it's Wooh: Organizations, Occupations -.nd tile Value cl WOOl;Done by Wonu:n and Non..whlte&," Amokem
~al.lUview (1900,55:155-175); .nd WllnlllIl P. Brid£tS and Robert L NeIsoo:. "Marfrets in HiemrdJ~ OrpniDtional
and Mad:et InnI1~ 01' Gmder Incquality in a State Pay Sys,tCl1:L,"Amcrictm Jvumi1J of 5ocioio:g; (1900, 95:(11)..659),
See t.bc ~ disctJs&ioo in Donald TOOI~-Dc:vc:y, GmJt:r fJIIf1dRildizl llf«jUaJizy at WI'ri:. On !:be:Other hand, Baron
and Nc:wtnan, "For whAt its worth find that the race mmpositiaa cl'fect Pin W.1lgt:'iis actually stronptMn the gender
oompositiDn eRect in the California state civil sema: system. Pamela Stone and SOIaIl Wider I'CpQI1it :similar finding in thdr
paper "Estimating Cmnpar:ablc Worth PayliDa; R=ults from Altcma.tivc MetOOds and ImplelI\enta:liooJI," paper pcc:sem:tedat
the 1993 Amc:rican ~ad A:swciat'ion 1IledinJ. '1'hc:ylook 11:1data: bum a. pay equity study or II large: N~c:m city
with a substantial JDloortty
~ In tbe pay &U1ICtun:or that city the: penallY associated wilh II ]nil ba;:omingl typically
IIIjnority job was five times higher than the -gc ~Ity associated witb tbe ~ mmposition or the job, Cmnparable WQI1b
Is a potentially iIIIpmtanl poIky avenue foe reducing raa::md ethnic -gc incqlUdities i:o fiOM and labor ma~ts 'IrIItJen:the
JDlnority pp;pulatioo Is lar;e enQUp that <qani:zatiomd pcadia:s lIIipt pmdua: mce~1 jQb$.
4.
s. Apin see Paula Eng,land",~le Wmth for the 'best~tion or tht:$<:idC$ .nd 1::II.Iuationm Ihe dftaey aCthe public
policy.
6" Jennifer Gl:ass forexamp:!e shows In.1 OCC1Ipa.tm, with hilh proponioo female lend 11.1Iuwe lea. tIetihililY in tbcir work. Sa:
"The IlIIpaa of Oa:upatianal Segtq;ltion 00 Wooong Conditio<n;s.,-S.ociol Fon:a (1900,68:779-1%), Similarly, T~{Wic.
DI::IIC)"finds t.MI B pem:nt female and percent Wad:in the job in~ jom .n: designed wil II las aUlooomy. t:W; cmn.pl~ity,
IIIJlnagerill1jX'fWa and II~ In internal laoor lIIarm$" CllCIJafter statistical ronlrols for on.the.joh Iraining("UIbor P~s
Inequality...'-
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I.
9.
10.
Hourly WlF PP' areatwaya mndt smaUI:r than ~lSmin. pps because tbt:y ignore ineqnalitles that arise from
discriminatory barriets tAatmc::ttIX unemployment ipCl!&and reduce aca:ss ID full time 1I!Of'tand suppty .ide diffem:lcea in
labor supply.
Scie Donald ~I:1rc:Yey,. "'1'1:IcGender and R.atc CoIapl:*ilioa at lobi and titre MaJct'Female, WhitdBlack Pay Gaps."
5«ittsJ ~ (1993. 92:6.76). mthesc dlattljOb skIDIIqualtty .rmc 10 IX:ainifII time, job complexity, job aulDCIOIDY,and
~
autItority. F1nD quafhy xdm to firm sc:dOr,Aze DId ~ It&tua. Human Clpital refca to individual'
.,'.
ed~ ~ and teDUJewilb the curran cm~. 1ab1tOeu&1JiIII rd!a to titreau and .JXe compollitior.lat job&.
It.. ~ did thk cudy ~mates the dqn:e to wtIid1'bIads ad ~ ~ csdudcd t't"ttID:hipr \1IIi'aF.finnssince
it had rdatilldy pcD' JDe8IUtaatOrm:~ Bcc::dIr:thk Rudy.. dcmecal North Carolina samp1eit isnot pOilSibk:
to CIOIIdDd!c If titre pdk:m at r:es:tiba.'IIIOUId hethc: I8DIe i:a orha' IbI:tar 8Dd put:icu1arty mttIidc atlfte U.s.. South.
'Ihc fiDdin, th:Iit.ahoa18515 at Uu:.p:Ddet'"'!IIIIFpp is ~ willi jab sqrqalion (job UilI plm job ~ is
replicaIed ill titreIMS!y0Ihcr IbIdy that haa both wap ad job Ia ~ da." fOra p:naal ample of 1belaoo..fon:e..Scie
Troad Pl:tencaDd Lmrie Morpn. "Separatemd UaapaJ:: ~BIt'lf>l'~ SqrepIimL ad the Gcmk:r Wap; Gap"
bthc:cminlm~.~of~.
11. W1u1e then:: are notdoobt multiple talBC:Sof the mf~ in aqrc:ptIm1 and earninp inequalities over the period U105I
ana1)'IIs ~ that equal empIoymeI1t opponu.nity kPJa1imt, enf"ora:mmt and normIItiw: o:ptttatiOOll were imjDUntlOun::cs
of theledJanp, particularty for mauapial and pron::ssion O!X:UpItions m Uu: ~ c:Ml ~ mil ImJe mrpomimts in
tht: United States.. Some of the
-
com~ stOOb include 'fhom& DiJIrctI: and David B. Gl11$ky,"S1l1lCtUJeand TI:cndi
in 1be Prooea atStmifk:atiM far American Men and Wr.:JrDer1,.~~i1fSockilot:t (1990, 96:107-43); Jama P. Smilb
and FinnlsR. Welch,"'Amrm:atlYcktioo and Laoo..~ It JtJumiIlofLII#JtJr~ ,(1984,2:269-301)and~ *
Gisp::Forty 1'1&7 efEarnomic ~ for BltId:s (1986, BAND). We do JIOlhaw di.rec1 ~ ~,or: bmv ~
cmploymt have ~ ID1bcsc:1hrc:e
~
far equal empkJymc:n1 ~ty. Some commentatoa ha¥c mumed that
tht: Otrsce at Fedenil Qmtrad Complianoc l'qram's req~ Uul fedcnd tmtradOl:'S file and jus;t.ifyaffir:m.attve1IiCIimt
pis has bc:cn ~ dft:dM: It motiwtiD&IaI;Jecmployera to mfnoc dila:tm.inatmy ba.rrIcn than ctber EEOC ~nl
n:qu.imnents or the threat of equal em~t oppormnity dYi1suits. 'I:'bcIeCOOC'lu.sionsa.re IaJ:Fly lpCCUIativeand policy
m:lented research mIDwhat motivates large ami small cmployca to dai.5t from.dkcrimiDatoty pw:tla:a mig,htbe a usdui bue
b: fuurre paJ.icyitIJ:u:Iw.timJsand the .~ atfcdual e«mt.
'This is ~ II.ppatmt when we think of the implJl1am:Cof ft::dc:aIaction in taring claw calC un~ cadal
sqrqatic:m in the Southern United States IIQUSItJtisperiod. For UIICfuIaa:mmts of this ~ see Jack M. 8100111,C1t1II,/llJIa
and zheCiviI RJfIu:tM~ (1987, Indiana UniveDity Prc:a) and 'Dwid JIIJDe$.,"'TheTraMfo:rm.Atronof the Southern R.acial
State: c:sa. and Race Determinants of Local State~. ~ ~ ~ (19SS, 53:191-208).
12.
13. ~ Australian case is usefu1 in 1b!sn::pnI. In the Sc:w:D11a.,Austratia implemented an ~ wide rompa_bIc 'IIIIm1h
program. natIOllriuJthe waF PP ~ men and '\1IIOJIIIenby ten pc:m:nt by purJinl1be occupational
-F .truCIJ.R:of the
dkd of pcn::c:nt t'en1aJe, a&r controlling far oa::upatiomll s;k:illmqui.n::ments. Sc:w:Dyc:am a:!tcr the ooo-time adjtl$tment the
p:ndc' ~:nl of occupatimB bad crept bad!.: into the wage: I'tn1CtUJeof the c:amomy. See the d~ion ill Mark R..
IWlinpwm:th's:l'heEc~ of~ Wmth(1m. W. E. UpjcImInatilute).
T1IesetOiI!.Cl~ are based 011findinp n::poned in Tom~Dc:vty, G:nithr tmd Rm:iaJl~ D1Wmi: and ~
reseanfu cited in that 'book. One or the !nCI51inrm:ming studies wbicb poiDI$ to the importance uC Cm:n:mlizalion is Judith
Mc.l!wec and Grq Robtinsoo'. .tudy or 1be cm:ers of the fu:d large cOOctl at womener:tpn=m in CaUfornia. Many of the
WOOtCl tbt:y IItOOied'liC'C employed in two ~ IaI;Je firms. In one kig,h-tl:dl film: 1be corpmalC cultlJ.R: 'MIS domimIted by
mginan. 'Tbc:sc mostly male C'DIiuecrl I.endal 10 be )'OIIftI and ~ rdali¥ely "!.ibcmtod" in their pdcr role ~tk:lml.
the tedmdogy and rompditiM rm- pmjlx'ls and promotions was fkrtc; ami women er:tgi~ rarely got IOOd projms or
promotions. lD~ the:-sa:ood firm:was dominated by non~DJ ~wbo maJJ.god through Caroml pma::dures..
This 1hm was mucbolder, the mak: eltgim:a"$ tasdcd ID be ~1iYe aOOut the mlr: of 'iIIOmI:11and there was more scm:al
~t than m 1be bigh tcd1 finn. bu,t \\II'm1ICI~ moo: li,kdy 10 be pmmotc:d am/to baYc:lead mlr:$ on major projms.
In this case wbo con1.l:Ollrompd.iliw: prommliom aDd job _gnments., while male ro-worlten or furmalemplo;ymer:tt rulr:$
seemed to make quik!;I diff'~ in 101IIDI:I1al'llcara:r oppm1unitid.. See W~ in
~8' Gmaa, ~omJ. lire WtJdpifJ£:t:
(1992. SUNY Pn:u).
14.
15. Jarne:s W. Edwanb Jr. m.kt:s Ihis point about the rolc of ~te; ~p in a:!:ating the:-mpnizational emrimllmenl for
mioority adwnccmcn[ and JI~ in marmgcmcnt,
"OJqxmItiQtUI CSltnot manage aUitmk!i, but thq an malJage behmor with aa:oulltlIbi!ily, n:warm IInd puniJIhmcnl,
11$in ;Ill other iBlpo!U.IlI .n:as of oom:em."
in "Black MJilI;lg«:n: 10..:: D~m Dde:-~: H~ JJmim:ss ~ (1986, 64:84-93). 011 [II..::imporull1cc of top rorpomte
leadr:B setting cI~r behavioral apcctatiOM to fOlitcr mdal ;!Ind genda cqua!ity and bra.!:h g!l\.~ ceilings lII.":eaWi John
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16.
Femande:z/l8d:ltc tmel3m. in.~ Lift (1981. D.C. Hath), Cynthia Coc:tbum, In the W., of WMum: M..:.- ~
1tJ.5a:~ ill~ (1991.1LRP'ns), aDdT~~, ~ MIl~ lneqwslilJ. Wtri:.
11rc Interuted. trader qbl look .1 ~ of the DWIJ'boob em DI8II8JIncdiw:mty in the corpontiml. Same an: rI1Qtt
~ Ibm OIl'xnof the bIu:rim impaled by Kp'ep1M
'*~
1b:tIC1un:s,alIltraS the importllttt:C,ofcohm:nl
bt:&stnc:IIpbma aDd undiPal lor: ~ and failure. It. promilratt a:ampc m this pre; .is Gisele Aspuod. WDrm:NM~
~~ ~(1-'.1obn ~.. Sara). Mod ofthc:adMly in this ata is carried 001by pri¥ate dfvenrty
pl'anninc8lld ~tl'l~. ~
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IACDl Ls1mr Mtlmt DiscrimUuzlitm mul Eamomic Rntmcturint:
It is wen known that the degree of racial inequality in the U.S. varies across regions.
In gene~ in regions with large minority groups the preuure:i for discriminatory labor
market practices and the ability to create segregated employment struct.ures are greatest.
The ~earch literature showsboth historicaI1yand contemporarily that as the percent Black,
Hispanic and Asian in the lac:aI labor market increase so does Ws.crimination. Higher
educated whites seem to reap the largest benefits from thi5 increased discrimination,
probably bemuse discrimination against minorities keeps wages down among the white
working c:1ass,but also reserves many .of the best jobs for whites.1
In addition, there is evidence to suggest that, both historically and currently, local
businesses have sometimes profited economically and pclitic:alIy from racial and ethnic
divisions in U.S. society. Certainly., the modern rac:iWhistOry of some parts of the U.S.
South, incluiling the struggle over the civilrights movement and voting rights is a well known
example.:! There is also evidence that the racial composition of an area is an important
consideration far many firms in making decisians about capital investment decisions. In
general sources .ofcapital are known to n~dline minority communities, and the location of
manufacturing plants seerm to avoid regions with high minority populations.! The
exception to tlU.spattern seems to be when an industry consciously picks ver}' high
proportion minority communities because the wages are extraordinarily low."
Gender segregation and inequality does not seem to vary a.s dra.matically .as racial
inequality across U.S. regions. It seems likely that gender segregation and gender earnings
inequalities will increasingly vary across regions depending on the level of local political
activity and state level enforcement and legislation of equal employment opportunity
mandates.
We do know iliat industrial restructuring affects minorities and women differently,
The rise of the service sector and the decline of manufacturing has increased women'5 labor
force participation both because of the incr~ased demand for female labor in pink coUar jobs
and the declining real wages of their husbands as better paid male manufacturing jobs
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disappear. The same shift has tended to hurt African American and Hispanic American
ma]es~ access to employment. Industrial restructuring does not seem to have affected the
relative wages of white men and white women, but it has decreased the wage gap between
black men and black women, and increased the wage gap between black men and white -.. --.
men.s
1.
NOTES TO LOCAL lABOR MARKET DISCRIMINATION AND ECONOMIC RFSrRUcrURING
2.
3.
4.
5.
This amdusion is DICIt IUOupy auppom:d by the resarch of Mana 1Iend.a and DinJ-1'nnn l1i. "MiDOrity O:Inccatration ;and
Eaminl,S Inequality: BI8cb, HiIp8nia. and Amm Compared: .Americmt.loutnsl ofSodolDgy (1982, 93::141-165). The:==1
~tion that Iaqa' miDority JrOU~ ioc.n::ue dilcrimiaatcry bduMor of the majority hu beea.IIUPported many Limes. Three
0( the IOO&tcentral atudies in this pre i:odude Huben BIaJock, T-s II ~ of Alinodry Group RdDtioru (1967, Wiley),
Stanley Ucbcnon, A Pi«e of the Pi/:: BlDch iiIIIdHftbe ~'Sina 1880 (1980, University of California PIUS), and
MosheSc:myooaY;and Noah Lc:Mn-Epste!n, "Sqrcption and Competition in Oc:cupatiDnal LaborMMket$," SocUIlForccs{l989.
68:379-396).
,
"I
The contemporary aa:.oants of business leadc:rs encouraging ncial dixriminatioo in tbe South does not implicate: aU businas
leaden, but panicnJ.arly those who roc historical n:uons hAw: cnjoyt:d the benefits oflhc very !ow W3gt:1of Afrlan Americans
in the blade bell regions of the SoutlI. Prominenl historical reports 00 elite sponsoccd racism include D3'vid R. Jam~. "The
Tr.ms!ormation of the Southcm Racial State: Qasa and Race Dctmninants or Local-State Structures," Amaiam SociolDgicaJ
Revkw, (1983, 53:191-1JI!); FJillip J. Wood, ~ CI1pimli:sm:The Political Erxmomy of Nan1/. C:aroJina.1880- 1980, (1986,
Duke Uniwnity Prar.); Co Vann WOIJidt1md.Oritjtu of 1M New Sou.rh. 187J.1913, (19.51, Louisiana State: Univcmty PIUS);
and Gavin Wright. "The Ecooomic Rc¥oJutioo in the: American South," Economic p~ (1987, 1:161-78). uscrul
acrounts 0[ cun-ent inequalities can be found in William Fait. and Bruce H. lbnldn, "The Cost ci Being Black in Ihe Black Bell;
SoddPtobknu (1992,39:299-313) and DooaJd Tomukovio-Dew:y, Vmccnt Roscignoand Sara Cumm.Swwiown on Iht:Sunbdr'!
Sum: Lcd Growd:J Wil!IOut~ in II Rqjona1 ECOt1IlJImY,man:usaipt in ~
Evidc:nce !or rural an:aa of the U.s.. of capila! in1I'estmclt avoiding high minority areas bas been developed by Glenna Colclough.
in tWo articles "UneYC11:Dcvdopment and RaciaJ Composition in the Deep South, 1970-1980," /GuaJ Sociology (1988,53:73-86)
and ''In-dw;lrial.ization, Labor MaItc:U and Income l~uality Among GeoI:-gia Counties: 1970-1980," in William Falk and
Thomu Lyson (cds.) ~ ill Rwsl SocioIog IlnIl Dcw:1opmmt: Rwt:1iLsbor Marlras, (1989, JAt Pros). For urban ilrc:.u
tbe evidc:nce on redJiniJII of minority DdJbborboods is well known :and lqisIative action bas beat taken to reduce th~
discriminatory ~ apiDSt ~ See Gregory D. Squires "I.nsurana: R.edUolng: StiU Faa, Not FICtion" ("owna[ of
huar;aup RdDtiau 1993, 20:17-31) and John F. Tomer "The Social Causa ol Economic Decline:: Orpnizational Failure /lnd
Redlining" (Review of Social ECOtIOfffJ1992, 50:61-74). 'IlJc: whole pattern of indl1lltri:al disinvestment in tbe midwest /lnd
nouhC3St has had the dfed 0{ Isolating minority rommuniliu from good quality jobs. A good introduction tQ this
~
snd
its disastrous ~uetH:a for U.5. M1Cictycan be found in WiUiam JuliUII WiISOtt's book: The Tmry lModvanlagcd: The /nnlT
C4Y.the Undcrr:Jmsan4 Public Policy (1987, The University of Chicago PIUS). Good case studio of thi$ proa:u hBvc:bo:n done
by John Logan CocPhiladelphia ("FJScal.and IkFclopmcntal Crises in Black Subucb$") Bnd by Kenneth J. Neubeck and Richard
E. Ratcliff Cor Ha.l1rord ("Urban Democracy ;and the Power ol CoIporatc Capital: StroggJa 0Ytt Downtown Growth and
Neighborhood Staption in Hartford, Connecticut) both in ~ £1iJa tmd Urban Dcwtlopmml, edited by ScO'tt Cummings
(1988, State Univcnity 0( New Yod: I'ress).
For cample, DouaId Bdbmy and Alfred L Parks ("Economic DeYclopmenl in Southc:m Black Bclt Counties: How Doc:; it
MC2Surc Up?" Runl Sociological Society Annual Moc:tinp) found that new aanufacturing ptants were least likely to locle
in rounti~ with very high minority populatiolu, unlaa the W3p were atraordill.1lrily low. Similarly, Donald Tomas.Wvic-Devc:y
and Vincent Roccigno ("Elite: Conccntnltioo, Rad.:!.1 Compc:titiun and Un~ Ikvcll1pment: Ecooomic Dl:vclopmcnt and
Inr:qWllity in the U.s. South," paper pn:sentcxl al the 1993 Annu.,1 m«ting of the Ameriam Sociological Associalion) found thlll
capital invauncnt [rom oulilidc or the South a-voirlcd high black popul:\tion counlia in NOI1h Caronna unless the level of
economic development was very low. The phenomenA of environmenlal r.tcism. in which leeric w:JStc dump1' IInd chemical
n:cycJing Cadlitia are located in minority communili~ is well documented.
These condll5ions are based on agurgate employment shiCtJinnd Ihe =rch of Jennifcr GJ:w, Mana Ticnda and ShcUy A
Smilh, orrne Impact uf Changing Employment Oppu.rtunily on GcndCI"and Ethnic Eaminv Incqu,,1Iity,"Social Seimer: Ra-rarr:h
(1988, 17:252-276).
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POLICY INITIATIVES
This section focuses on tWo public
policy gosh. The first is the reduction and
eventual elimination of the gender and
race/ethnic earnings inequalities produced
by labor market and workplace.
discrimination. The second is the shattering
of g1au ceilings. If one visualizes the
'1
I
I
Figut'87. ~udng Gtlndw and RKt8J Earnings ln8quaDtiu IInd
GI... c.IIinlill
Diatr!bution of P80pJ8
Low EamingslPow8r High Eamingsl'Powwr
economy as presenting a distnoution of 'DiIr4ributimtofEmploymlmtOpportUnitIes
employment opportunities arrayed with the -:- Alljobs - WomM/Minoritiu
entry level and dead end, working poverty jobs on the left and the elite, high earnings, high
power jobs on the right, the U.S. job structure might look like. Figure 1. There are many
low wage, low power jobs produced by the economy, most jobs are in the middle range, and
very few jobs deliver high earnings and power. Women and minorities are clustered toward
the left end of the distribution. Both reducing earnings inequalities and shattering gla~s
ceilings are about moving women of aU races and minority men to the right in the
distn1mtion. Reducing earnings inequalities requires that we move many women and
minorities along arrow A into better jobs. Shattering the glass ceiling is about movitLg more
elite women and minorities into the command a:Qdcontrol positions of major corporations
and government agencies. Because these top jobs are so few, shattering the glass ceiHng will
not greatly reduce overall gender or race/ethnic earnings inequalities unless a more diverse
organizational leadership helps accomplish the inequality narrowing goals of arrow A.
In the next section we explore public policy initiatives. This is followed by an
examination of organizational policy.
Public Policy Initiatives
The Felkrol Govllmment tlnd Equal Employment Opportunity
To reduce earnings inequalities and increase the pool of minorities and women in
position to break through glass ceilings we need public and private policies that open doors
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which are now stuck and lower the barriers so that men and women, whites and non-whites
with the same credentials end up in similar jobs.
Some of the strongest barriers to female and minority hiring and sources of
segregated employment structures arise in conjunction withj?'bs that provide substantial on-
the-job training. The issue in this case is not formal qualifications but a firms investment in
a worker's skills. If firms:do not hire women and minorities into skin enhancing jobs or do
not provide skill training in traditionally female or minority jobs, then they are creating'
substantial qualification inequities among their own'workforces. Much of this skill tra.ining
is informal. When employers later turn around and say that minority and female workers
are not qua1if:iedfor promotion, management culpability is often overlooked. This argument
has clear consequences for affirmative action contract compliance reviews and discrimination
civil suits.
Affirmative action compliance reviews and civil suits should be broadened to include
attention to exclusion from both ffJ1mfll and infOT11Wlon-the-jobtmining oppommitia.
One critique of affirmative action is the structuml mismatch argument.1 In this
argument under qualified women or minorities are hired or promoted, struggle in a job that
is beyond them, and ultimately fail in large numbers. There is clear evidence that African
Americans and women tend to be more formany qualified than whites and men at
comparable job skin levels.2 While skill mismatches may be the occasional result of poorly
executed affirmative action plans, in the vast majority of cases when a woman or minority
enters a white or male enclave and does not succeed it is more likely to be a result of the
performance pressures that derive from poor management, token status, and co~worker
harassment. The realization that co-workers as weU as employers are important actors in
the workplace has implications for affirmative action as welt Current law on sexual
harassment emphasizes employers responsibility for managers and co~workers actions.
Affirmative action plans shouln anticipate and challenge backlash as well.
Affumative action camplfam:e reviews and civil suits should be broadened to include
attention to both co-worker Itarossmem and the potemial for backlash.
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The key organizational threat of affirmative action is in the backlash, not potential
efficiency considerations. For desirable jobs there is generally a surplus of candidates
qualified to learn how to do the job on the job. The competition for the job opening is
often more important for creating a committed competitive workforce than it is fur screening
the perfect worker fur anyone job. All screening processes are imperfect. The critique ~f
affirmative action as leading to mb-optimal job-person matches is a false critique. Managers
are typically looking for satisfactoty matches and ~ full well that most people pick up
the job specific skiIls as they go. If there is resistance from threatened majority group
members, the picking up of these skills may be difficult.
Affinnative action compliance reviews and civil mils should challenge defenses of
impe.ri/#d ej]icienq, and place .the burden of proof for such. claims upon the employer.
.", :.-:"
Since there is strong empirical evidence of pervasive undervaluing of the skills of
women and minoriti~ since employers on average make lower investments in on-the-job
training of women and minorities, since discrimination in hiring is still a problem in many
workplaces, and since the reduction in federal activity in meeting equality goals across the
eighties in some cases was followed by widening inequalities, it would seem imperative that
federal affirmative action programs be continued and expanded.
Funding for both the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs and the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission should be increased mbstantially.
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Affinnative action plans and equal employment opportfmity reporting by federal, state
and local employment training and job search services (especially JPTA contractors)
should be systematically expanded.
State and local governments, as well as their private contractors that receive federal
money should be rouJinely evaluated for affirmative action activity by the Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs.
The evidence that the level of race and ethnic discrimination varies regionally within
the United States, suggests that both the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission develop regional goals and regional
funding priorities to allocate the increased funding recommended here.
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The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs and tire Equal Employmerlt
Opportunily Commission should K/mtegically waluate their ejJort;rin temu of regimlal
variation in. the degree of employment ~
It is unclear how much of the obJeIved declines in mce/ethnic and gender segregation
and earnings inequalities can be attributed to equal employment opportunity legislation that
has made discrimination and segregation leu socially acceptable and how much can be
attnbuted to the more active tbreats to corporate profits and autonoIn"ffrom EEOC lawsuits
and the actions of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Pmgnims.! It is dear,
however, that government intervention and legislation matters, and that affirmative action
expectations and guidelines change corporate behavior. It also seems to have been the case
across the eighties that when federal sanenons were reduced, corporate movement toward
equaHty goals lagged as well. It is not so dear as to what mix of moral leadership, practical
advice, and punitive enforcement is optimal Most federal equal opportunity activity is
currently perceived by many businesses to be punitive rather than practically helpful. Other
federal agencies routinely provide practical advice to help the private sector achieve federal
policy goals. Prominent examples include the Department of Commerce's programs to
fa.cilitateforeign exports and the Department of Agriculture's Agricultural Extension System.
In addition, the federal government plays (or abdicates) a moral leadership role with regard
to gender and racial issues when it routinely reports on inequwity and participates in public
and congressional debate. This issue of the correct mix of federal activity has not been
raised explicitly in this report but probably merits future exploration. In terms of present
federal activity we can make three concrete suggestions:
All federal agencies,but particularlythe Department of Labor and the President'soffice,
should take a moral leadershiprole in raisingthe consciousness of both employers and
employees about the discriminatory processes that create gender and race/ethnic earnings
int:qualitiesand glcm ceilings.
A yea.rly gender and racial employment equality report card for the nation, for localities
and for specifu: industries should be developed and widely distributed.
Since there is some ptJrceptifJ1zamong businesses that equal employment opportunity
repo.rting and federal contract compliance requirements are burden..mme, government
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Comparable Wtlrlh ami Prq Equity
The central problem for malelfemale inequality is the segregated employment
structure, which confines most women of whatever rare or educational level to female job
ghettos.. This sex segregation is typically invisible since it is embedded in jobs not directed
at individuals. Sex segregated employment structures need to be breached and eluded. One
way to speed up this process is via comparable worth or pay equity programs. In these
programs, jobs of equivalent skiD.are awarded equivalent pay to oorri:ct fur historical
inequities that reflect the sex (or race) composition of the job. In the short term, comparable
worth progrBlDJcreate more equal1ypaid segregated job structures. It seems reasonable to
expect, however, that as wage rates rise in typically female jobs, males wil1begin to enter
those jobs.
To a lesser extent, the race composition of jobs affects the character of the 'work and
its compensation. The process by which race composition comes to color the labor process
and compensation poHciescan be expected to vary dramatically from firm to firm. In firms
where race segregation at the job level is high, consequences may be dramatic. In some
pubHc and private organizations race oriented comparable worth programs and racial
desegregation are necessary in order to reduce earnings inequalities. Some studies find that
race composition is a very strong source of payment leve1sin firms while oth.er analySesfind
. .
no race composition effects. As we have' seen in the review of past researcll, racial
discrimination and inequality varies regionally across the United States. This means that
comparable worth studies and pay adjustments \ViII be powerful tools to reduce racial
earnings inequalities in cities and regions where inequaUtiesare largest.
Comparable worth job analysl!S.should be ptUEued to reduce racial and ethnic earnings
wage inequalities in firms where the minority population is la.rge enough that
OTgfll1izationaipractices might produce race typical jobs as well as in labor markets with
high levels of observed racial discrimination.
While comparable worth or pay equity studies can be initiated by employers, the
more common approach in the United States is an employee or union led civil suit for
comparable worth!' In these cases, the employee group alleges that some jobs are
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undervalued because of their race or sex composition.. Jobs are evaluated in teI'IDSof
compensable characteristics such as physical difficulty of work, tnUning time, prior
experience, requiredcrcdentials, authority and the like. If, after these compensable job
attrIbutes are ItatisticaIly controlled for, it is round that jobs continue to be paid less as the
percent female or minority in them mes than the court may order or the organization may
elect to raise the pay level of the jobs that have been undervalued.
While pay adjus.tments to jobs that have been discrimi.natcd against are a useful
organizational policy they have in practice been limited by the reality of organizational
politics and prejudice. As we have seen, jobs that are typically fiUed by women and
minorities tend to get undervalued in the Workplace. From a comparable worth perspective
this means that they are not being fullycompensated for skills that are required. This is self
evident when a secretary gets paid leu than a loading dock laborer. It is leu ,evident,
however, when the skillsattachcd to typically female jobs are not recognized as skills at all.s
This means that pay equity adjustments must respond to both direct wage discrimination and
a male biased definition of what is skill. This has a clear policy implication for pay equity
studies:
In the design of pay equity studies, it is ClUCinllyimportant that the skills typically
associated with women are recognized as skills and treated as compensable.
The more !undamental1imitation of comparable worth initiatives that arises out of
the discuuion in this report has to do with the withholding of skill training and other
presumably productivity enhancing amenities from jobs that are typical1yfilled by women and
minorities. The sex and race stereotyping of jobs is not only about wages. Since comparable
worth adjustments control for skin requirements and then adjust wages depending upon the
consequences of gender and race employment composition, aU prior skin discrimination
against minority jobs or women's work is treated as legitimate. This leads to an additional
.
policy :implication:
Comparable warth, pay equily conceptulllizatioM altd methodologies need to be
expanded to include not only wage discrimination against classes of jobs, but: also s~
authority and career ladder discrimination ill the design of jabs filled primarily by women
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or minorities.
The current role of public policy toward comparable worth initiatives is limited to the
courts.. Proactive leadership by the pubIicsector, with self-studies and volun.tary pay equity
reeva1uati.oImwould go a long way to making the de..genoormg and de-racia1~g of work
normative, on-going and widespread. A general federalleve1 comparable worth law iliat
mandates equal pay for comparable skiI1levem,simunf to the ones that. exist in Great Britain
or Australia, however, would go far to strengthen workplace equality in the litigious United
States.
Training amll.8.lHJr MtU'ht PI1licies
A significant proportion of race inequality i:la function of inequality in education and
labor market experience resulting from longer and more frequent unemployment spel1s. In
the U.S., many minorities because of past and present discrimination grow up in working
clau and poor households in disadvantaged communities. Since local property taxes are the
primary funding source fur education in most places, the dau composition of communities
mectl the resources. of the community's schools. Minority ,communities are additionaUy
disadvantaged by capital investment patterns that bypass places with large minority
populations.. To reduce racial inequality requires education poiicies that reduce class
.
inequality in acceu to education and community development policies that counteract typical
capital investment patterns that bypass minority communities. Two publ1c policy initiatives
can be derived from this claM based argument:
Educational opportunitit!3 in minority neighborhoods must be enhanced if real and
perceived ski/.ldeficits are to be emdicated. This could be partially accomplished through
federal support of level public school funding proposals by states.
Capital investment schemes that target communities with few jobs, substantial worker
displacement or primarily low wage jobs need to be developed.
One area where the United States has cIear room for improvement is in job related
ski1l training, retraining and labor market operation. The U.S. labor market is basicaIIy
anarchic. Employers must seek out workers and make uneducated guesses about their skm
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levels. Workers must seek out employers and sell themselves. In both case~ non-
productivity related attributes such as race and gender can be powerf1i4 if misleading signals,
about appropriate job-person matches. Employers and employees might be better served
with a labor market structure where the government has a role in certifying skill training, .
providing skill re-training and matching employees to employers. In the current U.S. syste~
employers bear the costs not only of training, when they provide it, but also of bad job
~tches. Employees face discrimination and unneces~y long job searches. Society pays
the price of an under-skilled .labor force and under-productive economy. In addition to a
more active role of federa1 and local governments in training, we should seriously consider
the possible utility of job search/job information dearing houses. This idea will likely be met
with some skepticism, since under current practices it is only the most desperate workers
who look for jobs through state employment agencies. It seems reasonable, however, to
expect that some centralized source of information about available jobs and jobs seekers,
their respective. qualifications and some matching mechanism might short circuit the
potentially inequality reproducing flow of information through personal networks br
discriminatory employment agencies.
Any programs that are developed to increlUe the quality of skill training in the United
States should be sensitive to gender and race/ethnic inequalit;l.
.
Programs to increase the ejJiciency of information transfer between employers and jab
seekers should be designed to reduceineffzciencies in the labor market, il1cluding
statistical discrimination
Private Policy Initiatives
Many corporations are committed to creating more equitable workplaces. While there
are no doubt many sources of this commitment, accomplishing equity with only the tools of
~elative preparedness and attempts to admonish prejudiced employees cannot succeed.
Organizations interested in promoting fairness in hiring~ promotion and pay along race and
gender lines must pay careful attention to the sources of internal sex and race job
segregation and its consequences for how the work is organized as well as paid. Are women
and minorities excluded from desirable jobs? Are typically female or minority jobs paid less
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than wbite male jobs at comparable skill levels? Are they also given less training time"
promotion opportunity, task complexity and autonomy? If these are all the case, than it
should be no surprise if few women or minorities tum out to be promising candidates for
promotions. Nor mould discrimination and pay equity lawsuits be a surprise.
In large .organizations it is quite common to have relatively st:r6ng public
commitments to equal opportunity by top management but difficulty in implementation.
Directives from the top of the organization must filter down not only through the formal
hierarchy and penonneI, but aIm through the informal power structure of the firm. The
importance of line managers and ccrworkers in the production of sex and race segregated
employment structures cannot be ignored. On the other hand, if typically female or minority
jobs have traditions -oflow wages and low training investments by the corporation, line
management requests for increased pay rates or operating budgets may threaten their career
prospects unless the requests are supported and encouraged by corporate leadership.
What constitutes strong leadership for equal employment opportunity? The answer
is the same Bi it would be for any businen policy. Diversity goals need to be incorporated
into the business pIan, with positive and negative sanctions for line, middle and division
management that correspond to fulfilling the business plan, Diversity planning is required.
What might go into a diversity plan? The first component should be a self~5tudyof t;urrent
hiring, promotion, t:raining and wage practices. Self-study can reveal the bottlenecks to
promoting organizational diversity. The findings of such a study should then be used .to
make adjustments in career ladders, skm training and wage rates. Diversity goals could then
be set at appropriate levels in the corporation. Managers and executives at those levels
should be eva1uated for meeting diversity goals along with other corporate goals.
Evaluations should be followed by sanctions; promotion or increased responsibilities for the
successful, transfer or decreased responsibility for those who fail to meet goals, and dismissal
for those who resist and subvert the process. The common corporate practice of tolerating
or at most transferring (rather than firing) racist or sexist managers and co~workers sends
a cIearsignal that racist and sexist behavior is acceptable, if not endorsed.
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Corporate waluation of the tlivmity implications of cummt hiring. promoti.on, training
and wage practices can be used to establish diversity p1,angwilli clear goals.
Mantlgt!1Sneed to be eva1utlted, rewarded tmd punished for their diversity track reconL
. .
.
Many companies that pursue serious se1f..studies will find that jobs that are
. .
disproportionaUy female or minority arc paid less, trained less and have shorter or no career
ladders. Rather than wait for a' pay equityciviI suit, these firms can implement job wage
adjustments over a reasonably short period of time. Employers may resist increased wage
bills or the backIash and disruption that may result from the transfer of wages from some
employees to others. An attractive alternative is for firms to make greater Investments in
the skills of typically female and minority jobs and increase wages as skiIls rile. This will
have the effect of reducing organizational skill and wage inequality. It wIDalso increase the
attractiveness of typically female and minority jobs to all workers thus reducing segregation.
Most importantly, it will.increase the skill levels of the entire labor force, hopefully leading
to higher productivity across the board~
1'h.e implementfltion of d.iw:rsity plans will typically require some level of pay and skill
eIJUity adjustment.
There is strong evidence that race and gender inequality decline in firms with more
.
formalized employment relations. Employment relations that rely on traditional assumptions
and unmonitored interaction patterns are more likely to produce discriminatory workplace
practices. When line managers are accountable to both employees and upper management
in terms of formal rules, exclusionary practices are leu common. When the employment
relation is characterized by formal job descriptions, including explicit listings of required
credentials and experience, where employees are seen as having rights as well as duties
(often through an employee handbook or union contract), and when job openings are
formally advertised or posted, traditional exclusions on the basis of sex or race are less likely
to occur.
Corporations committed to reducing and elimulatulg gender and mcial barriers should
consider formalizing hiring and promotion criteria, particularly in areas where they have
fouttd resistance to equ:al OpportU/1Uyor failure to meet diversity goals.
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While formalization of the employment relationship is linked to lower levels of sex
and race segregation, it is also linked in many people's minds to the general organizational
machinery of bureaucracy. When labor unions or governments require formal procedures
tainsure equitable ncm-discriminatpryoutcomes, management and owners often chafe at the
''bureaucratic1' restrictiOnL Bureaucracy is about control. When rules are written,
procedures specified, jobs described, employee's (and often consumer's) behavior is
controlled. Bureaucratic control is typicaJIyaimed at two potentially contradictory goals.
The first is to produce the organization's product or service with the least cost and most
efficiency. The second aspect of bureaucracy is about hierarchy and control for control's
sake. It typically increases race and gender inequality in the workplace. The proliferation
of job titles within hierarchical competitive career ladders creates the environment for
discriminatory exclusion of women and minorities from desirable jobs and the creation of
jobs that are sex and race segregated. .TaUmanagerial hierarchies also potentially insulates
line management from the equal opportunity goals of top management. Such hierarchies
produce the control oriented inertia that gives bureaucracy a bad name. They also create
a clau of advantaged employees with adva.ntages to defend.
The creation of leaner management systt!l1Umay reduce (over the long term) the
COmpeM'iIt! pressures that exacerbate co-worker and supervisor resistance to diV'ersity.
Organizations intent on eliminating gender and racial discrimination against people
and jobs must be sensitive to this issue of advantage. Policies designed to admit women and
minorities into white male preserves will be resisted. The level and intensity of backlash to
diversity programs is a possible indicator of the underlying threat to advantage. Sexual and
racial harassment are also common responses of employees threatened by integration.
Diversity plans should contain explicit measures to forestall and negatively sanction co-
worker resistance.
Finally, there are special problems as women and minorities approach the most
desirable jobs at the top of the organization. Targeted plans for breaking through glass
ceilings are typically required. Since the problems of advancement are increasingly about
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access to informal networ~ heightened similarity, trust requirements, and the breadth of
career preparation, diversity plans at the top of the organization have to be about sponsoring
and nurturing talented individuals. Most corporntions have formal or informal programs to
nurture ustars" or ''fast track" managers. These progr~ need to consciously include
minOrities and women. Since most of the barriers at the top are informal, formal fast
tracking is not enough. Mentoring programs, particularly mentoring by top managers
irrespective of their race, ethnicity, or gender can be an important entree to both informal
power. structures and the insider perspective that builds trust and competence. Diversity
support groups may be important as well, but since social similarity is so important at the
top, it is crucial that they not become the source of stigma or the focus of backlash.
Shattering the glass ceiling requires the conscious nurturing of the careers of exceptional
workers of all races and genders, and conscious attention to the additional isolation of
and pressures on fast track minorities and women.
- -
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NOTES TO POllCY INITIATIVES.
1. 'IlUsaIJUment,aswenas:amorept:r;tl critiqueoraffU1Il:atM:actionisdadopc:d in1'homa SoI:w:lI"s000k~ Pr:J.liri:ia:
An ~ ~ (1990,Morrow).
I
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z. 'This point is otten ove.rIooked.. Rcscm:h on earninp and pb iMXIualil.icsalmost always dc:mooSinites that women s.nd minarilio;
ra::cM: !oM:r payoth fro:m their buman capital iAvcstmen1S..Concrctdy tbil means at any zM::n wage or skiJl level the avenge
minority or 'MmlBn will b2veJlXXe education Or cxpcric:na: than whites or males al thatlc:vd.
'Iht:n: is I:'Iidc:nt:c tutlbe activities or the omoc or Fedcr.alConIraCl. Compliance Progr;sms haw: been more ctrCClive than the
more di£ruse threats of EEOC brwsuilS. On the other hand it was the OFCCP Which was ItKJC1wealtcncd bdwed 1980 and
1992. See particularly the review of tbe reaean:h by Jonathan S. Lc:onard, "Women and Affirmative Action," JOW71I11of
Ecanomic ~ (1969. ~61.75).
3.
4. UDdoubtedIy many rums UIidauke romparabk: 'MJI1h Id! studies and make quid w.age adjustments. Sel! studio; become public
When undertako1 by state and Ioc21 govcmmc:nts. They may rhea beromc the object oC employer l:lWSuits or union nqatiation.
In general, state and local gavemmcnts in more hOeraJ rq:im1s at the country and wilh relatively sirong (XJ;11ect.ivebargaining
units have been II10St likely toimp.!ement formal pay equity adjustments. See Paula England's Pay Equity fm the mo&l comp1ete
evaluation of these procrams.. lhet'ul dnr,~ or the limitations and implcme:ntalion of pay equity initiatives can be found
in JQan Ad.r:T.DoUtgCompombk Worth: GmcXr, C1IIDaJUi PtzyEqWl.y (1989, Temple University Pres&); Anne M. Hill, and Mad
Killinpworth (eds.).
~ Warth.-~ DfItlEvidence (1989, ILR Prea); and Marie.R. Killlnpil!Ot1h,The &anomks
of Compomblt: Wcnh (1990.. W, E.. Upjohn Instilule).
s. Roanie StcinbaJ and Lois Haiper ("Equitable CooJ~tion: Me!hod~ca1 Criteria for Comparable Wocth," in Ouisline
:Bose and Glenna Spitz (eds.l,/~ For Womtft~ ~ Policy. 1981. SUNY Prea) paint out that, although Iwo-.tI1ird
orU.s. jobs have IOI11Cform 0( cvalunion mc:d1aDWn. tab in typially fcma1c jom are often overlooIccd. They list twenty~
invisible skills typiaIly associala! ith women', won. In recent wcri.: hula EngJand and coIle:agues have raised the iuw:: of
jobs requiring nurturing skills to be almost unMf'sa11y ignored .as real job skills.. There is II discussIDn of the ignOQna: of
nurturing skills in job evaluation schemes in Engbnd's monograph Compombk Wonk, Empirical evidence that waga actually
Callwitb increased nUrturing skills can be found in the unpublished paper "The G~ Vllh131ion of Occupaliot15 and Skills::
Earnings in 1980 Census Oa:upalions," by Paula England, Meliua Hcrbet1, Rarbafa Stanek Kilbourne, Lori Reid .JIndLori
McCrary Megd2l1. Ikpartmt:Ot or Sociology, University of ArimM.
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RESFARCH INITIATIVES
This review reveals substantial gaps in our knowledge or race and ethnic groups other
than African Americans. Even fo~African Americans, few gender comparisons have been
done. The failure to document fully the situation of. HispaniC:!, Asians and Native
AmeriC8Ill, as we11asgender differences beyond the white population, probably reflects the
mtcreBts and composition of social scientists doing research in this area. Systematic analyses
of gender and race/ethnic earnings and occupationaI inequalities using already available data
should be supported. Analyses of past Public Use Samples of the Census of Population,
Current Population S~t and Equal Employment Opportunity .Commission data could
yield large benefits in descriptive information on both the level and trends in earnings and
occupational inequalities. Descriptions and anaIyses of regional variation in race/ethnic
inequality is sorely needed. NationaI statistics that suggest earnings convergence between
b1ack and white women and Asian and white Americans no doubt hide substantial regional
variations. Regional analyses of existing data are not onty necessary to establish what the
levels and trends are but also to focus policy efforts in those labor market areas where racial
and gender inequality is most pronounced.
Systematic reserm:hwith existinglarge sample !'UlVe)'data ta describe t11£level
and trends in gender and race/ethnic eamingJ and occupational inequality are
necessary.
SyNtematic attention to regional and labar market variatimz in the degree and trends hI
race/ethnic inequality are sorely needed to infOl7npolicy effort.
There is a clear need to develop a sustainable national research capacity to monitor
and evaluate gender and mce/ethnic inequality, which is more inc1usiveof under studied
groups than present research practices. The existence of substantial unanalyzed data on
gender and race/ethnic inequality in decennial Public Use Samples of the Census of
Population and Housing, yeariy Equal Employment Opportunity Commission reports, and
monthly Current Population Surveys suggests that the creation of a Labor .Marketand
Employmellt Equity Research Institute is probably warmnted. Such a center could be housed
in the Departments of Labor or Commerce, but probably would be cheaper and more
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insulated from federal Executive transitions if housed in a University setting.. The Institute
for Research on Poverty, currently at the University of Wisconsin might present a useful
modeL The Institute was created to concentrate national poverty research during a period
of federal research retrenchment. The Institute is interdisciplinary and the University
location is selected through a competitive proposal process.
The creation of a Labor Market and Employment Equily Research Center, either in a
federal departmenJ or a university based res~ institute, is reqUired if more complete
mul inclusive use of existing and fu.tu.re data on gender and race/ethnic inequality is to
occur.
Current data collection through the Current Population Survey and the National
Longitudinal Surveys could be strengthened with increased attention to the basic causal
processes which lead to race/ethnic and gender inequality. Current data collection.
emphasizes information on the occupation and industry of employment and human capital
traits. Since most discriminatory processes happen at the firm and job level, the
development of annual or bi-annual equity modules for the Current Population Suryey
and/or the National Longitudinal SUIVeys are important goals. Survey data which is not
currently being collected, but could be collected with little or no increase in Federal
spending, include the race and gender composition of the jobs (rather than ~ational
occupational composition) people hold, the provision of formal and informal training at
work, promotion opportunities attached to current jobs, and some information on
organizational characteristics. These types of information are already successfully collected
in more specialized survey applications and would offer powerful new sources of information
if conected for large national samples. They would also inform discussions of regional
inequalities that are now largely speculative. .
New equity swvey modules, including information 011job and [zrm characteristics of
responde-n.ls,should be-added to existing national surveys..
The conclusion that there is substantial conscious and non-conscious discrimination
in hiring and promotion is based on substantial research, most of which does not directly
measure discrimination in hiring. It is possible that self-selection into jobs that reflect the
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flow of job information throngh formal channels and informal personal networks creates
some, perhaps substantial, race/ethnic and gender earnings inequality. Research in this
arena could have the added impact of Providing policy relevant knowledge for future federal,
state or loca11abor market information initiatives as outlined above. The development of
a body of knowledge in this field will require interviews with job .seekers, employers and
public and private employment agencies in order to develop better undemanding of how
information on jobs is acquired. Additional research on large nationally representative
samples, most approPriately the Current Population Survey and the youth panels of the
National Longitudinal Surveys, need to be fielded to =plore the job searchfmformation
pmccu. These studies need to focus not only on job search method, but the source and
content of information, the relationship between the source of information and the firm, and
the characteristics of jobs including their race and gender composition.
Research on job search pauerns and the types ofmformation about jobs received through
personal networks and private and public employment agencies are sorely needed..
.
x'''"'
The research on why and how employers make discriminatory hiring and promotion
decisions is quite thin. Interviews with employers that p.ay attention not only' to
discriminatory outcomes, but aoo to the process of decision making, gender and race/ethnic
job steering, and the reasons employers give for hiring and promotion decisions are sorely
needed. These studies should also investigate when it is that employers consciously rely on
informal referrals and public and private employment agencies to screen potential employe~s
by race, ethnicity or gender. Hiring audits may be useful as well in order to rigorously
doeument the degree of race and gender based sorting at inidal entry into the firm. Both
interview and audit studies need to be regionally diverse and to focns on all types of jobs,
not jnst those entry level jobs that are advertised in newspapers. This research should be
designed not onl~ to clarify our knowledge of how job sorting by ra~, ethnicity and gender
occur, but also to help the Department of Labor provide practical advice to companies and
consultants trying to establish diversity business plans. Hiring audit~ could also be used to
gather evidence for punitive actions.
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Ri!search on how race and gender. enter into the decision making process of emplayers
is sorely needed. This research needs to be regionally diverse and sensitive to the level,
quality, and IJ'pical sex and race composilion of the jobs in question.
Ifand how employers we CU17'entemployee referrals and public and private employment. .' ,'.
agencies to consciowly discriminate needs to be explored.
Hiring audits can be useful tools for demonstrating the absolute level of discrimination
as wen as providbtg. evidence for punitive actions against specifW firms.
EEOC reports could be wed to identify exceptional companies that M'Ilt! reduced or
eliminated gender and racial inequality for intensive case studies to highlight best
practices.
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The primary policy payoff from studying employer decision making will be in the
development of a clearer picture of just how inequalities are created. The government still
needs access to information that will support punitive actions for recalcitrant companies and
federal, state, and local government units. Current data gathering approaches for punitive
enforcement of equal employment opportunity legislation has not been reviewed in this
paper. They are substaIitial and Equal Employment Opportunity reporting in particular is
often seen as burdensome, particularly by smaller companies. Some effort should be made
to evaluate if current EEOC fIrm level data is being used to it's fullest potential. and if
current finn coverage is cODSistent with the types of enforcement activity that is actually
going on. The focus in EEOC reponson gross occupationalcategories means that the vast
majority of job level segregation is hidden. Since firms don't have standardized job titles
more detailed reporting is probably impractical. Perhaps a requirement for average wages
or salaries by gender and race/ethnicity within the current occupational groups would
increase the utility of EEOC reports for identifying problematic firms.
Evaluate the cwrent and potential utility of EEOC reporting for identifying problematic
employers.
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Include wage and salary information wi/11moccupational groups on ££01 reports.
Although they are probably no longer policy relevant in the past the Department of
Labor collected substantial job level data within firms as part of the Area and Industrial
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Wage Study Programs and job evaluation research for the Dictionary af Occupational Titles.
Most of this data is now quite old and no longer being collected. These data are currently
not avaIlable fur academic researchers interested in documenting and explaining the job
segregation process at the firm leveL Although the 1aclc:of policy relevance suggests that the
Department of Labor should not fund the .analyses of these data, it would enhance the
ability of the research community to develop theory and descriptions of the segregation
process if these data were publicly cataloged and made available to interested researchers.
Catalog and 11I.llUrzvailtJbleto the reseftrch community tUChived Department of Labor
datll on job sex and mce segregation.
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